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SEMPER PAGE 1 
THE ADMIN. GETS A COP! 
The UniveKity is to get a fiill-time police officer 
on campus (Det. Sgt.Hq)pner), Prof. Ritchie (Deputy 
Vice Chancellor) nas stressed that the officer's 
duties will be "to deal with complaints made to him 
of what appear to be breaches of^ the criminal law -
breaking and entry, theft..." Mr Sharp. ,hls pre-
decessor, was employed in 1967 to investigate 
thefts from cars, but subsequently spent most of his 
time apparently trailing radicals around the campus. 
The Administration appears sensitive to criticism 
that police on campus will be involved in political 
investijgations and the like. The Ad-men have 
assured various Union representatives that this Is not 
going to be the case, and that the intention is to 
rationalize the reporting of criminal offences. The 
objections that have already been levelled at this 
move are however not entirely unjustified. 
Mr Sharp .the previous security officer whom 
Hoppneris replacing, was also involved in compiling 
information on stutfents and others (see below). 
Now the Queensland Police Department has never 
been pre-disposed to student activists and apart from 
numerous verbal assurances of the Ad-men, there is 
no obstacle to Whitrcxi's company following the 
precedent established by Sharpe. The Ad-men are 
hardly likely to offer any serious opposition in view 
of the fact that the material Shaip coUected went 
into their files. 
There are of course the pragmatic considerations that 
this move will facilitate the Investigation of car 
thefts ,and so on ,that occur on campus, but as Prof. 
Ritchie pointed out "Its not that there's been any 
significant increase in the Incidence of crime", so 
presumably there's been a longstanding deficiency. 
It's unlikely that any deficiency of this sort will be 
overcome by shifting the status of the security 
officer. P. M. 
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HEMORANDUH TO: H.B. Green 
Assistant Registrar 
University of Queensland. 
At 1.20 p.m. on the 3rd of August, 1971, I observed a nan known to me 
as Ullltam Steer writing on the door of the J.O. Stopy room Jn chalk 
the words "Work you Bastards". He then chalked the words "Work you 
bastards" on the door adjacent to the J.O. Story door. 1 said to him 
"That's not a nice thing to do, writing on the door". He said "Oo you 
work-IWde?" T satd "Ido". He satd "If the cap ftts wear It". 
He then walked out of the building to the front steps of the Union 
building where on the top step was a large bundle of the July issue 
of tho Semper Floreat. He picked up twelve to eighteen of the 
Semper Floreat and the chap with htm said "You can't take those." 
to which he replied "I am taking theni wtth roe to Toowoomba. The match 
starts at 3 o'clock". He also called out from the stairway tn a 
loud tqne of voice "Work you bastards, work". 
Officer. 
editoriad 
We don't believe the University should be a privileged- place, far 
from it. On the otter hand we simply don't believe that this 
plain clothes poUceman will limit Ms interests to burglary any 
more than Mr. Sharp did. It does not necessarily follow that studei 
are protected by one or any number of police on campus given not 
only the state ofthe Queensland Police force but also the example 
set by this fellows predecessor. 
Will Det Sgt Hbppner scrupulously cany out the provisions of the 
absurd yet repressive laws such as tliose relating to obscenity. 
Even such an august body as the University Press has published mat-
erial fit to be censored under this particular act. 
How long are we to v/ait for tiie forbidding presence of a police 
station on this site? just what does this first formal link between 
tlie Univenity and tlic Police force signify for the futuie? 
Tlie admin, rationale for having a full fledged poUceman is that 
it makes a goo d deal of sense to deal directly with tlie police 
in criminal investigation* It seems an unfortunate precedent is 
being set for tlie sake of a little less paper work. 
Since, given tiieway tliis university is structured, wc have no 
Eower or infiuencc to cliange the decision wiiich has been made ut what we can do is register in tlje strongest terms out 
disapproval of tliis illconsidcred move. 
on the left 
Whilst the content of this excerpt from tlie Administration file 
on Will Steer is amusing, the following points should be noted: 
1 This excerpt is only a small part of a very large file on Steer 
Other contributors to It include not only Admin employees such a: 
Sam Rayner (Registrar), II. Bruce Green (Assistant Registrar), and 
Bob (the students' friend) Wensley, but also significantly, Union 
employees such as Mr. Bums ana Mr. Armstrong 
2. AU Admin, files are classified, bul some, notalily those of 
student radicals, get special treatment under the specific control 
of the Registrar himseu These are kept under lock and key in a 
separate room. 
3 The incident occurred within the walls of the "student contr-
olled" smdent Union, where Steer was working in his own rather 
eccentric way against the Springboks The match at Toowoomba 
to which he refers was one where anti-apartheid demonstrations 
took place and where Steer was subsequently arrested for his part 
in them 
4 Will Steer has never even been a student at this University, 
'SHPER PAGE 2 
In Evening Student volume 3 number 1, an 
unsigned article (presumably written by Ann 
White) suggest that action snould be taken in the 
area of Semper Budget A few comparative 
figures: 
Semper Floreat - 11" x 16i" page 
6,000 copies x 16 pages, 
printing & typist = $370 (approx) 
freight'^  = 50 (•'^  ) 
= <$420 
Less advertising = $250 
+ salary 80 
Cost to Union $250" (approx) 
Evening snident (Vol 3 No. 1) 
5.000 copies X 4 pages x 8" x 13i" 
printing & typist = $231 
postage = $200 
Cost to Union = c4431(approx) 
Semper is a more efficient medium when one 
considers, that Semper has switched to a cheaper 
typesetting system, and uses a smaller type 
size too boot, I don't think that I have to spell 
It out that word for word Sempen production costs 
are far far lower than that ofthe Evening student, 
even when the Editor's salary is incjudea. 
There may be some feeling that Semper as an area 
of radical activity has consciously avoided material 
supporting Lew Blazevich. We gave up trying to 
give out own accounts of what was going on and 
printed articles specifically written oy those 
Involved On the pro Lewin side, Ann WWte 
(part time V. P.) and Alan Grieve were asked if 
tney wished to contribute their versions. Lewin 
himself was approached indirectly and asked 
if there was anything that he wished to add 
To this date no material has been received 
from these people. 
However in future issues we will be pleased 
to print, different views on this issue Please 
forward material to Semper Floreat, 
c /- Union Office 
P-IWWIS PERSOMAfc: 
Pi,cc^^jr> Alotr 
1/AW* Otf loe.. 94 
Utopia 
Dear Alan, 
I have been told that you arc sympathetic to tliose 
matters, so please find a notice on the reverse side 
about a venture in Queensland undertaken by my br«her. 
He needs company, so if it is possible you coula 
publish some torin of It in die Aquarius festival 
newsletter, If this costs money then please send 
me tlic bin for a shorter venioa If Oils is 
not possible, tlien perhaps you know a notice board 
to pin it oa 
My brotlier was a member ofthe University of Old. 
doing Ills .honours in zoology. I am sure you 
willTielp if at all possible. 
Thanking you, 
Michael Smitii 
UTOPIA - Starting Now - Parriclpants Required. 
Parriclpants urgently required iot communal 
Living/ organic Agriculture Venture in Central 
Qld, Forest. Hard Vtf prters, able to start soon 
only need apply. People with some craft and/or 
interest in nature study especially welcome. No 
money or other committment required. 
;. Smith, 
80x947 G.P.O. 
ROCKHAMPTON 
mmm 
the railway 
DearSir, 
During my university career 1 once found it 
necessaiy to take a job, along with a number 
of other students, with the Queensland Railways 
at the Clapham interstate goods transhipment 
yard at Moorooka. The work mainly involved 
shifting fniit and vegetables from Queensland 
waggons into New South Wales and Victorian 
railwaggons. Other tasks involved shifting 
ammomum Nitrate fertiliser in hundred weight 
ba^ from 50 ton NSW waggons into Queensland 
waggons and moving waggon loads of explosives 
for transhipment to Mount Isa Mines. 
Each waggon load of fertiliser carried a card 
warning against the shunting of fertiliser 
waggons next to waggons of petroleum products, 
oxidising agenu or explosives. Despite these 
instructions, it was common to > see up to five 
wagons of fertiliser weighing 250 tons snunted 
next to three or four waggon loads of gelignite, 
detonator cord and other explosive materials. 
Each waggon load of explosives contained 
300 boxes, with each box weighing about 601bs. 
You may remember a spectacular explosion which 
happened on a central Queensland road last 
August; a semi trailer carrying 20 tons of 
ammonium nitrate disintegrated after the load 
caught fire and exploded. According to reports, 
a crater 30 feet deep was blown in the roaoway. 
It is customary at Clapham for waste packing 
material and timber scrap to be ignited beside 
the tracks at the transhipment shed: these 
fires are often in close proximity to the 
fertiliser waggons, from which there Is usually 
spillage caused by burst ba«. On one occasion 
I recall seeing a fire going beside a waggon of 
explosives; these waggons contain a highly 
offensive odour when opened and it is common 
for workers to suffer acute headaches after 
short exposure to these fumes. Smoking 
in these waggons is forbidden but fires are still 
lit beside these waggons. 
It is only a short jump from that exploding truck 
to imagining what might happen if 250 tons of 
ammonium nitrate fertiliser and 50 tons of 
gelignite decided to blow up together, 
particularly since they are habitually shunted 
together. My guess is that nothing would remain 
standing from the Rocklea overpass to Tennyson 
powerhouse. 
And the Railways department is hardly concerned: 
for handling explosives, and extra payment of 
2t cents (.') an tiour is provided but it is not 
paid when claimed for. 
Yours faithfully, 
A Student. 
democrats all 
Dear Sir, 
A lot of mud is slung in your paper at the 
Democratic Club. Apparently even the tender 
apprentice left establisnmenters (not really rads. 
any more) can gain prestige by flic-kng their 
delicaie fingers at us (Letler 2/4/73) 
The mistake in leftist reasoning is in supposing 
those who dare to express their disgusl at gutless 
leftist bomb tJirowen, muidering unarmed people 
at random In order to enforce their own cusny 
peckine order, are automatically active support-
ers of tne other extreme. 
This is not so. The democratic club exists as 
an outlet for those who are disgusted by the 
hypocracy in which all extremists indulge. 
For example if I criticize Lee for outlawing long 
hair in Singapore, I will also criticize Mao for 
making the same rule in China many years ago. 
If I decry Portugese overlording in Angola, I will 
also note Russian overlording In Eastern Europe 
and Indonesian overlording In West Irian, recalling 
that the latter condition was made possible by 
massive aid from China and Russia. 
The Democratic Club stands, simply, for fairness. 
Ian Cormack 
VMte to: Semper Ftoreat, 
IMreislty of Qld. Union, 
St. Lucji, 4067 EETTEIB 
more nasty mud! 
Alan, 
In 'New Ught*, the Democratic (D. L. P.) 
Club claims that it is obvious that sometiiing 
is wrong with the Union Wow.". What a 
revelation. It's a pity they didn't publish 
such comment in the past when right wingers 
have been embedded In Union positions. There 
are many thin^ wrong with the Union most of 
tbeni eminating from its bureaucratic structure. 
The 'radical experimenrhas been a failure 
becauseradicals cannot nm a Union with a 
miUlon dollar turnover. It does need 
administrates not pollticans. That is if oiw 
wants an eM3ent tuck shop operating at 
break-even or making a prrfit It the 
democratic club has any aspiring Woolworths 
lunch counter managers In its ranks they can 
have i t I, for one, wouldn't give a fuck 
I do however wish to publicly comment on some 
of the events surrounding Blazevichs' resignation 
that have been raised in 'New Light'. 
1. The Conflicting Facts. 
Lewin claimed that radicals and their friends 
had been given jobs In the Union Co-op. What 
absolute trash' This claim was based on the 
fact that I have a job there. So what? Because 
I am a 'radical', so called,, should I be 
denied a job ( 4 hours a week fw $6) in the Co-op. 
I don't even know the others that work tbere.-
1 applied throu^ the Resident's Secretary, who 
later told me I nad the job. That was the normal 
procedure. That Is an undeniable fact. 
He also claimed that five radicals attempted to 
•pressure' him into resigning This claptr^ 
is weU answered in Mi<3t Birgan's articfe. I 
abstained on the vote and vjnai I said Is Included 
In extracts from Uni<m Council minutes in Semper. 
2 , Regarding Staff 
Yes. The Union Manager was dimlssed. The 
motions concerning 4 other staff were moved by 
none other than Lew. Blazevich himselJF. 
3. Post Graduate Association 
The claims of misappropriation from the Post 
Grads. were made In relation to Lewin Blazevichs* 
presidency of that organization. These claims 
will be documented fii Sempet The author 
includes a challenge to take him to court if 
they are Indeed fabrications. 
4. Science Students Association 
Yes! The finances were in an abyssmal state of 
disarray,not suprising considering that 
Lewin Blazevich was Treasiugt 
I personally have no knowledge of events in the 
Arts Students Association. As far as I know it 
is defunct having existed for a shot time for 
the purposes of being a front for so called 
social activities. 1 have never been associated 
with the workings of that organlzatioa 
In concluslwi I would add that I have resigned 
from Union Council II is, as I have always 
maintained an absolute farce. Pat Dyrne & 
his D. L. P. cronies probably enjcyecf volunteering 
to work In their old school tuck shops. If so die 
Union Is the place for them. 
As I was one of those who was prepared to tolerate 
flie Incompetent bungling of Blazevich I am sore 
that he made such a Toofof me by employing 
the tactic of naming me as "an arch persecutor" 
to his weat middle^ audience. While I have 
nothing but contempt for Blazevich tbe attitude 
of fliose that applauded him evokes a mixture of 
contempt and pity. 
Youis in Love & Peace & 
Happiness. 
^ DICK SHEARMAN 
WTHTEMSWOHFSEyES. 
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Wolston Park 
On the 2nd August, 1968, Goodna Mental Hospital 
became known as Wolston Park Hospital, presumably to 
whitewash the stigma of its reputation, 'nie people of the 
suburb, sixteen miles from Brisbane on the way to 
Ipswich, were perhaps also somewhat pleased with the 
eflssociation. Unfortunately for them, they 
are still living with the same suburb name that is 
refened to wiih such casual statewide familiarity. 
The hospital sprawls over six square miles of 
prime real estate along the Brisbane River, Its 
litst buildings were constructed by convict labour 
ahd the hand-hewn sandstone blocks can be seen 
to comprise many walls of the older structures. 
These oldei buildings were designed, ironically, 
to facilitate a parallel in occupancy to that of the 
social hierarchy on the 'outside'. They usually rise 
two or three stories high and the patients who were 
most productive/socially acceptaole frequented the 
upper story cells and dormitories; the patients not: 
so cooperative were relegated to lower levels of 
accommodation/conditions; finally, the mosi 
useless, uncooperative and hopeless cases were herded 
like animals into what can best be described as 
cages (no Ught, negligible ventilation and straw 
-changed daily - for sanitation). 
There are some thirty-six wards, each with a patient 
population ranging from twenty to eighty. About 
eight wards are in the form of combined male and 
female compounds with separate dormitories, the 
remainder being segregated entirely. There are 
four main classifications of wards:-
Geriatrics - The old patients requiring special conditions 
Refractory - The violent/troublesome and the 
criminally insane. 
.C. M. D's - Cerebral Mentally Defective patients, 
with I Q. 's genetally from 30 to 45 and down to zero. 
Other wards - Include alcoholics, drug addicts and 
three returned soldiers wards; the latter wards contain 
about 100 Repatriation patients suffering the effects 
of World H or I experiences. 
Some ofthe past conditions and procedures associated 
with the hospital were crude ana crueL Up until 
fifteen years ago, for example, the "blanker procedure" 
was being usedto educate offenders against 
the repetition of a particular acl. It constituted 
telling the patient that he was an electrician and had 
to change a bulb on the ceiling. He was then told 
that be would be assisted In reaching the ceiling by 
being thrown thence by four warders, using a blanket 
upon which he was to stand. (The patient's gullibility 
made all this sound quite feasable to him). The 
cmnch would come, quite literally, when with the 
associated exhortation not to repeat the offence, he 
would be thrown lo the ceiling; the warders would drop 
the blanket and watch the poor bastard land on it 
seconds later. • 
One unusual fact is that there does not exist in the 
lace that great traditional accessory of any mental 
ospital, the padded cell This hospital has 
never had one.. Sure, one sees the precautions 
everywhere - rounded corners on the bricked walls, thick 
cell doors with narrow, unbreakable glass panels, special 
mattresses, bars on windows and passageways In the 
'closed* wards, and so on. But the accent now appears 
to be on an air of open-ness. Patients formerly 
troublesome are now conveniently 'quietened' with 
one of an array of tranquillizing drugs. 
Generally speaking, the patients are classified not 
according to the nature of their particular mental 
illness directly but rather according to how social/ 
antisocial their resulting behaviour is. 
The opinion of the nursing staff, some 400 male and 
female nurses and assistants, is that the place is 
'kept going' only by the excellent cooperation that 
exists as understanding between them and 
the patients; the administration, they say, is not 
sufficiently 'in touch*. This opinion is perhaps 
understandable for the staff, who see ana learn to know 
the patients during eight-hour shifts, while the doctors 
are directing the fates of these patients based on 
familiarity gained from 10 to 15 minutes interviews. 
A raiher disturbing factor about the supervision 
structure is that a total of only about 7 passes to the 
certificate of mental nurse are allowed annually 
by the administration It is a 3 year course, which 
h( 
GENERALLY SPEAKING, THE PATIENTS ARE CLASSIFIED NOT 
ACCORDING TO THE NATURE OF THEIR PARTICULAR MENTAL ILLNESS 
DIRECTLY BUT RATHER ACCORDING TO HOW SOCIAL/ANTISOCIAL 
THEIR RESULTING BEHAVIOUR IS." 
only about 150 of 400 staff have completed. The 
remainder ate known as "attendants". The reason 
for this strange restriction by the administration 
is somewhat obscure but the Medical Superintcndant 
recently committed himself to passing at least 50'^o 
of the latest candidates for final year examinations; 
that could inject more certified nurses into the 
hospital than It has seen fit to accept over something 
like the last five years. 
The patients from the 'open' wards can be seen all over 
the establishment, in a variety of attitudes ranging 
from a seeming bored lethargy to permanent 
patterns of sleep and animal functions. They are 
not supposed to leave the grounds but the hotel is 
just over a little footbridge. This avenue of 
entertainment is occasionaUy poUced by a staff 
member, who confiscates the liquor traffic and 
takes it back for the staff. 
Alcoholics arc notorious for their abiUty to convince 
the staff that they need the hospital for treatment 
when actually they need a boarding house that 
supplied full board, slothing and a pension of $16 
a week It is therefore not surprising to note the 
increase of registrations, mainly voluntary, when 
winter temperatures rnake themselves felt. 
A s an institution, the hospital is being influence 
by changes and pregress in treatment methodolow. 
this Influence is relatively slow, however. Staff 
will tell you that the social workers, psychologists 
and psychiatrists are only gtaduaUy approaching the 
areas where they are most needed. At first the 
social workers/were regarded as a nuisance but 
sufficient reprimanding by the hospital doctors 
seems lo be naving an educational effect. 
Facilities and buildings are being quite dramatically 
improved, Most of the newer wards have mod. 
cons., while the facilities include a 9- hole golf 
course adjoining the Gailes (public) couise 
as well as a .swimming pool at the childrens* 
ward. 
The attempts to educate the patients, even for only 
the most menial process-work skills, is statistically 
a miserable failure resembling a kindergarten gone 
Histray . In the childrens' ward "Industrial Training 
Section" some 20 thousand dollars' worth of wood-
working machinery is being used by the two 
Instructors for their own private business. They 
recently completed eight dining chairs and every 
Christmas sees a boom demand for toys. Patient 
participation In this thriving activi^ amounts 
to some assistance by the most astute in something 
such as hand-sanding the parts for toys. 
Only one or two out of every ten children seem to 
acquire any knowledge from classes and "Industrial 
Training", while for most it merely represents a 
period of time at the end of which, (at the age of 
16), they go down to the adult wards for the rest 
of theit lives. 
In one ofthe new wards a man is seen kneeling on 
the bathroom floor, praying. Perhaps his prayer 
the euphemism observea as a sign hanging in an 
aduic Industrial Therapy" room in one of the 
older buildings, which read:-
£V£^V WAV 
i W 
BETTfft / 
B ^ etrlft/ 
Psych. Students 
AN OPPORTUNITY TO CONDUCT INTROSPECTIVE 
PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH INTO THE SOCIAL 
EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION 
WeU folks, il would appear that apart from our 
studies of sleepy rats, cnlckens and the behavious 
of undergraduate psychology studenis, we local 
psych, students wnould make some sort of effort 
to keep ourselves contented (or obUvious). 
The reasons for this are numerous. For example. 
Imagine the consequences if some alienated 
individual ever questioned the relevance of what 
he was studying, what then?.... (the mind boggles). 
But alas, friends, this Is not a poUtical exhortation, 
merely a friendly word on the Utiiversity of Queen-
sland t^ychology Students' Associaiion. iierealteF 
ed 10 as tne relerred le P. S. A. 
The P. S. A., a once dormant organization suffering 
from lack of Interest has recently been prodded into 
new Ufe by a band of dedicated alcoholics and olh-
er interested persons. Under Its last known Constit-
ution the P. S. A. claims aU psychology students at 
this university as its voting members. In other 
words, rfespite tiie vast 4irferentiation and isolatloi 
of psychology studenis in general, the P. S. A., in 
the pasl has made it possible to get together on a 
common body (no sexual connotations intended) and 
achieve some social contact and identification am-
ong psychology students. This is indeed a noble aim 
and those of us presently involved in the newly refor-
med Association intend to pursue this matter wilh some . 
enthusiasm. We would welcome any swelUng in our 
ranks (numerically,, not abdominally) and wish to advise 
that notices of General Meetings, functions and other 
activities will be placed on as many notice-boards as 
possible, as far in advance as possible. 
Thus we come to the main point of this communication, 
and a very serious one. Some dissatisfaction has been 
expressed amongst our numbers about the restrictive and 
authoritarian overtones ofthe Constitution under 
which we are presently operating. An alternative 
Constitution has been proposed of which the principal 
features include. 
(1) A restatement of aims to cover social activities, 
suppon of Sludent interests and also support of student 
involvement In areas of social relevance, 
(2) A clause which allows membership fees to be 
charged. At present all we have inherited is a large 
file of useless information and a bank accouni whick 
although not printed in red figures would welcome 
depsolts more tl\an withdrawals. We feel membership 
fees are a worthwhile initial source of revenue - if you 
disagree please come along and argue. 
(3) Democratization of the decision-making capacitic 
.Jf the Association's Executive, and abolition of status 
requirements for office-bearers. 
(4) Some minor alterations to reiquirements for 
meetings. 
(5) AboUtlon of a clause concerning liaison with 
various bodies Including the tiow defunct AustraUan 
Branch of the British Psychological Society. 
This new Constitution will be proposed at a General 
Meeting on Thursday 19th April In room B13, Social 
Sciences Building, All interested psychology students 
are urged to attend as adoption ol this Constitution 
(pending acceptance by Clubs and Societies) will 
mean re-election of office-bearers and a number 
of "other administrative changes. j^ 4_ Marriott. 
SEMPER PAGE 4 
Last year students elected a radical Council. Hany fine Ideals of how 
a democratic Union was to be established were bandied around. Students 
were to be given a real say in the running of the Union. 
Since then, these people have consistently acted in a manrter totally 
opposed to the Ideals they claimed to hold. It Is for this reason that 
I last night tendered ny resignation as President of the Union. 
Recently a move was made to remove me from office. In the weeks between 
when the motion was moved and when it was voted on, the tnost amazing behind-
the-scenes lobbying went on - promoted by the radical left. Outright 
lies about my actions and n\y private l ife were circulated and I was 
threatened with various things by them. When the motion was finally 
voted on, i t was lost 18 to 7. The ambitions of at least two Presidential 
hopefuls were dashed. 
This attempt to discredit me and remove mc from office resulted from the. 
fact that I would not go along with the way they were acting. 
There are many things about the present Union that need to be exposed. 
I have tried to correct the situation from within, but they refused 
to listen. Only ny resignation can make my voice heard. 
I win explain my reasons to students 
LEW BLAZEVICH 
Dick Shearman, David Murr and 
various other people around here 
have had me running scared for 
quite, a long time. At some stage 
or other people have to stop 
running and I think the time is 
now. 
However, rhetoric, good rhetoric, 
coupled with a lack of moral sub-
stance can be very convincing. 
Others can speak a lot better 
than I can. people have forced 
me to allow them to get.away with 
lots of things - they have recentl 
been able to do what they've 
wanted to do. I know quite simply 
that at any time I disagree with 
them, I am going to be shot down 
in flames. i suppose you all 
know I was in the position of 
being elected President in 
opposition to the Radical candidat 
It would be very easy to get a 
motion through Council to remove 
me from office. Also, so many 
people I know on the Council, 
have been prepared to get up 
here and speak against me. 
I will recount one of the 
circumstances that is going to 
cause an uproar and quite a 
bit of yelling from the front • 
row, that occurred to me recently. 
This was before the motion to 
remove me from office was put. 
Initially it looked very clear 
that it was going to go through. 
Rumours were spread around about 
my personal life etc., which 
convinced a lot of people. 
However, when people took the 
courtesy to ask me about it, I 
then explained what had happened. 
When it became obvious that they 
were in an impossible position and 
would loose the motion, they 
their plans. David Murr, 
Warren O'Brien and Dick Shearman 
(as an observer) came into my 
office and said 'we are goirig 
public now - we are going to 
forums - we are going to make 
you have a nervous breakdown 
- we Icnow you'-ve got private 
problems at the moment" . i 
am not kidding. This was said 
with incredible emotion. 
However, these are the things I 
wish to bring.into the open today. 
Earlier in the year we set up 
a committee to employ students. 
This was done simply because 
people like myself wouldn't, 
be pressured to give our mates 
jobs. Take the co-operative 
for example. In the co-operative 
there are quitie a few prominent 
ymembers of Council working there 
At the beginning of the year 
we called all the students who 
had filled in forms for the job. 
The members of Council who are-
working in these position are 
Dick Shearman, and Bruce Shaw -
jobs for the boys, 
e 
The Council has done some pretty 
incredible things - probably 
most of you don't hear about 
them. One of the things, of 
course, is the part time students 
loss of their postal vote. The 
second hand bookshop - I only 
recently discovered that a fellow 
who had been organising this had 
been paid $1,50 per hour, on the 
12th March, for example, he 
worked from 9.00 to 7.30 -
1:hat is 10>j hours - and put down 
on his time card, lO's hours. 
Down the bottom he has got $4.00 
for meals- presumably he has taken 
his lunch hour. He has been doing 
this work from 10 to 12 hours 
per day for weeks. He's getting 
in the vicinity of $75 to $85 
clear for this including $4 or 
$5 for meals. I presented this 
to Council as being something 
that was unusual and to House 
Committee and Finance Advisory 
Committee and various other 
committees that he was not a 
student and that we should be 
giving jobs to students in prefere. 
nee to non students, and also 
that it was a very bad system 
when people.could write their 
own time cards instead of having 
timeclocks and so on. To 
compound the situation, this 
person, I at least have the 
record of at least one committee, 
the trading sub committee and 
I know that he has on occasions 
been paid for attending these c-
'ommittees - supposedly working ' 
for the Union. 
I presented this evidence to 
Council - I presented it to 
Finance Committe'e and all the rest 
of it but they supported him for 
it even though they go on endless-
ly about reconciling it - perhaps 
we may have needed someone to do 
the full time work in the book 
shopbut we work on the principle 
that students don't work - ^  
student politicians, don't work in 
the Union for the cash benefits-
if they are going to be up for 
a full time position, you giye 
them enough so that they can 
survive but don't, allow this to 
go on. 
The bookshop is due to•close in 
about a week or so - but this same 
person put up a motion to Finance 
Committee last Tuesday night 
that in fact it would be opert 
all year. Since the bookshop 
had lost us money at the moment 
and the times before, I thought 
this was ludicrous. Obviously 
I got pretty upset about it and 
they've struck a cpmpromise 
whereby they will be able to 
turn in about 4 or 5 hours pei; 
day. 
The students who work in the 
bookshop have not been selected 
through the system once, again. 
Now when its playing at politics, 
having good fun and gatnes, 
playing at being important 
because you are on x y z 
committees, that'.s fair ienough -
however, when you actually han-
dle cash in this union, when 
you're actually employincf people 
whose livelihood depends on 
things, that'becomes a totally 
different matter and it's not I 
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believe the realm for people such 
as Dick Shearman and others to 
take this responsibility. A 
Students Representative Council 
such as they have at other 
universities where its all 
political games, happy motions 
about whether-or not we support 
Uganda and so forth would be f-
air enough. On the actual tra-
ding side of this^  Union _ No. 
The bookshop case to me was the 
last chance I gave them. There 
has been" a big fuss made that 
this years Council was going 
to go to the students and find 
out what they wanted and then 
act upon it. Students were 
goirig to have a say and nice 
liberal democratic stuff like 
that. But what in fact happen-
ed? - have people actually 
looked at the budget that has 
been drawn up for this year -
have people seen the results of 
the plebiscites - the finance 
spending plebiscites - have they 
tried to compare thehi with the 
budget that has been drawn up -
there is absolutely no resemb-
lance whatsoever.i Union Council 
meetings have become a real game 
Every now and then Dick takes 
the chair and get's through 
seven .motions in 5 minutes. 
Other times we sit down and we 
debate things. Ho;wever, the 
Union works- by Q' <^onstitution. 
Now maybe Dick and the others 
think that the constitution is 
no good but until they change 
it we're stuck with it. With 
the removal from office motion, 
there were several councillors 
who had changed their faculty 
status for the position for 
which they were elected - accor-
ding to the constitution these 
positions become automatically 
vacant. People are supposed 
to notify the Honorary Secret-
ary that they have changed 
their courses - buy-they didn't 
notify the Hon. Secretary 
naturally for a time so the 
Chairman ruled that they, 
according to the constitution 
no longer had a vote but 
because these people were supp-
osed to be counted on by certain 
sections the Chairman's ruling 
was over-ruled - those people 
were allowed to keep their 
votes even though they were 
no longer supposed to be true 
representatives. That maybe 
was bad enough but the.last 
possible day on which people 
can change their enrolments 
is March 16th. I was presented 
a petition on March to have 
a meeting to discuss the removal 
from office motion on March 15 
which is perhaps more than a 
co-incidence. However, 
a couple of people had withdrawn 
theirname by the time it was 
presented to me, and secondly 
there wouldn't have been 10 
clear days notification to do 
it so the meeting was called 
on the 20th 
The restructure - now I know 
that a lot of people supported 
restructure and I supported it 
in my own way as well even 
though, I didn't stand on that 
platform. What was happened 
to restructure - what happened 
to restructure people? - ask 
them how many restructure 
fanatics resigned because they 
realised it takes a little 
bit of work. How many people 
turned up at the last meeting 
of students to gloriously 
support the restructure propos-
al - 3 full time students - no 
part time students. This is 
a mass movement! I could go 
on - it really comes down to the 
fact that
 I don't consider stude 
have paid enough attention -
maybe a lot voted last year 
because they saw there were so 
many candidates and it was 
something new for a change. 
The unsuccessful radical 
candidates heiven't been unsucc-
essful at all. They may have 
lost the elections but they won 
the council in that there are 
lots of people who ran on the 
radical ticket and were swept on 
it who have not attended 
council meetings at all, but 
who have consistently given their 
proxies to all the radicals 
with the votes of a large 
number of people who students 
decided they didn't want to 
represent them. So undoubted-
ly I've been extremely nervous 
about this for a while - I 
fully expected that while I 
may have your ear at the 
moment, two or three speakers 
time you probably won't listen 
to a word I have to say. But 
if I got up and said so much 
of this off my own bat in the 
normal course of being in office 
I think that people probably 
wouldn't have listened. They 
probably would have thought 
that I was playing some sort of 
complicated political game. It 
was only by resigning that I 
could show what the situation 
was and perhaps get it corrected. 
I reiterate that i have no 
intention of standing again 
for re-election. 
M/i£AS>OI^,. 
nts 
MIKE 
RICHARDS 
AN OPEN LETTER TO THE HONORARY SECRETARY 
OF THK UNlVHHiJlTY UI- UiDTJTODIT — 
Sir, 
It was with considerable elation in second term 
lasl year that I announced the results for the 
Annual General Election of 1972, It Is with a 
mixture of bitterness, disgust and joy that I 
tender my resignation as Chairman of the 62nd 
Council. 
I accepted nomination as Chairman in the hope that 
I coula counter tiie example of the late unlamented 
Colin Bennett, and that I could act in a truly 
Impartial nature, concerned only with aiding the 
newly elected Council in achieving its mandate In 
the most relevant manner possible. It was to this 
end that in the three months I have held the position 
I have used the vote to which I am entitled only 
twice. 
I soon found, however, that il was impossible to avoid 
entanglement wltii the political and administrative 
decisions made by offlce-bearers of tbe Union 
This was for two vety simple reasons; either things 
were being done which were totally Insane, or 
work that nad to be done was not being done by the 
responsible office-bearers. 
In otiier words. Sir, a mood soon began to dominate 
tiie Union, of InesponsiblUty. The first glaring 
example came with the dismissal of the Union 
Manager, a move which may have been necessary 
but which was handled with Incredible political 
ineptitude, which cost the Union $5.000 in 
Eay. andrprobably considerably more 1 loetievenue ftom external catering. It was a 
decision which, to me, discredited equally many of 
those persons cunently polarised by recent events 
within tbe Union. 
The long vacation saw no attempt by most membeit 
\£ Council to fofmulate a program for tbe 
; year oc to wock on the vital resttuctuting of 
WHY 1 RESIGNED 
coming; 
tbe Union, tiie major platform of most of those elected 
In 1972. 
That vacation ended with an Orientation Week that 
ran smoothly and was financially viable - a resull 
that was achieved onlv by three month's work on 
the part of myself anci one other person. The 
attitude of nearly every other person involved in the 
political scene was total apathy - until after the 
danger of being asked to do any work was over, 
when the term began. 
At about this stace, too, began the typical pattern 
of Council meetings. Many persons railed to come, 
leaving their proxies with persons without mandate 
at all! It is almost no exaggeration to say that the 
most common procedural motion moved on Council, 
has been the suspension of standing orders, so as to 
introduce someone's latest brain wave, moral 
indignation, attempt to cleaver someone, or when 
a necessary decision was forgotten about until the 
last minute. Not necessarily a bad situation - but 
many ofthe decisions needed were irresponsibly 
debated and \>ased on hasty, unprepared and 
incomplete evidence. 
The minor Irritations erf the anogant and Incredibly 
egotistical exponents of "moral indignation" need 
not be elaborated upon - anyone who bas attended 
Council this year is familiar with Ae regulars 
saluting the week's frustrations with a tirade of 
scorn and obscenity two or three times a meeting. 
The Union Co-operative, Sir, Is a failure. It had . 
a tremendous potential, but tiiere was too much 
work thrust on the shoulders of a few worken for 
tbe high aims to be achieved. I wonder who will 
run for office this year wiA tiie slogan of "tiestxucture 
the Co-opI" 
The Union, Sir, will again this year spend unnecessary 
tiiousands of dollan on cleaning the pigs^ left bv 
tbe members in and around tbe Refectoiy every day, 
Tbere has been.no significant anti-litter campaign, 
deaplte apparently successful examples In tbe Souft. _ 
But then, who really believes in ecology, anyway? 
Certainly not this Lmion. We wiU doubtless contrive 
to chum out thousands of ecologically - insane cans 
a week, "since no-one has yet got around to forcing 
re-usable botttes on the tuck-snpp. 
Il is only now, Sir, that a price-rise in the Refectoiy 
is about to be adopted. This became necessary 
months ago, and yet had to be nearly forced through 
- not because of opposition so much as laziness on the 
part of those responsible. I acknowledge in this" 
context, Sir, your lone 
productive role here. 
Finally, Sir, my view of what Is essentially 
wrong with this Union and its governing bodies and 
officers. It is not corniptton, and only partially 
Insanity. It is simple Irresponsibility.. Nearly 
eveiyone is guilty, including the President and those 
who oppose him. If I was an elected officer who 
had gone to the memben of die Union, bad 
made promises tothem, and had consequently been 
elected, I would have taken tbe advice frequently 
given to me to stay on and fight to the bitter 
end - even if it meant spending the amount of time 
I spent on the Union last year, which conscquentiy 
lea to my failure in one unit of my degree. 
i have no such role. I am a functionary of the 
Union, and find it impossible to Action. I 
have responsibilities to It as a member, and 
tlnis resign so as to add weight to the gravity of 
the situation and so as to be b&& to contii.ue 
the fight firom other directions. I am bitter, 
unhappy and disillusioned - and joyful at die 
prospect of escaping the insanity, the criticisms 
uid the petty faWlty tiiat dominates tills Council 
and this Unioa 
VENCEREMOS 
M, RICHARDS 
tCbairftian of Couhcil) 
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DAVID MURR is a part time tutor in the Government 
department. He continued with Government honours 
after completing his law degree. He was nominated 
as a Presidential Candidate in 1972 by the same 
restructure coalition that nominated M.Swann. He 
ran as a radical and was defeated by several 
hundred votes by Lewin Blazevich. 
y V 
Many of you who came here with the expectatlai 
that you had a moderate, efficient and honest 
Union president who had been victimized by 
nasty radicals may have had this impression 
dissipated somewhat by the statement Matt English 
had to make. Lewin Blazevich in the nine years 
I have been at University is by far the most 
Incompetent and dishonest president I have ever known 
and I say that in having known a succession ofthe 
W0151 Union presidents over the Ust few years. 
Dick Shearman In his speech made some reference 
In his speech to the fact tiiat Mr. Blazevich wasn't 
endorsed bv the people who ran on the restructure 
campaign In first term of last year, a campaign 
with which Mr. Blazevich was in full 
accordance and for which he was one ofthe 
hardest workers. Looking back on it now, it 
seems quite clear that what he was attempting 
was to set himself up for the presidency in sucn a way as 
to gain radical support. When he didn't do so, he 
ran by himself and won ; but tin*, reasons why the 
radicals who were in that campaign, felt that Mr. 
Blazevich couldn't be supported are, 1 believe, worth 
foing inlo. Given the sorts of things many of you ave disbelieved so far, things which have been 
to the best of my laiowledge entirely true, you 
probably will disbelieve what I am going to say. 
Let mc say this right now: what I am about to say 
of Mr. Blazevich will be highly defamatory, and 
never have I spoken in more confidence in a 
defamatonr way about a persoa If Mr. Blazevich 
wishes to let the courts decide the matter he is 
free to do so and I will meet him in court with 
evidence, with records, with affidavits and so 
forth which will fully substantiate everything that 
I have to say. At the end of 1970, Mr. 
Blazevich was elected as president of the J^ jst 
Graduate association after having been tiieir 
newsletter editor of the previous year. As such 
he was virtually in command of all of the finances 
of the Post Graduate Association. The Constitution 
of the association was such as to invest in him 
a larm amount of direct control of the finances, 
as well as organizing and c«iducting meetings of 
the executive of the association. It was so chaotic 
that meetings were rarely called. Lewin simply 
did things on his own Initiative, and perhaps when 
a meeting was called many weeks after the event 
would mention, "I have done this.r or aKematively 
if he saw some of the executive around he would 
sav, "I have done that". After a brief euphoric 
fluig of a contest against the Senate at the 
bcdnning of tiie year, which he handled with 
unbelle vable incompetence, it became fairly 
obvious that Mr. Blazevich wasn't actually doing 
anything' in P. G. A. It made one wilder what 
were his motives for involvement Around about 
May of last year, when some of the facts of the 
situation started to filter tbrough, It became obvious just what Mr. Blazevich motives were. First, he saw It 
as part of an overall power play whereby he would ascend 
to presidency of the unioa In that he was successful 
But far more important, far more serious in my 
opinion Is that while he was president of the Rast 
Graduate Association, Mr. Blazevich defrauded 
fliat Association of a sum which I would estimate 
to be between $400 and $600, By tills I mean 
direct rip-offe, buying things on accounts and taking 
possession of them, and otiier activities which 
actually transferred cash from the I\)6t Graduate 
Assoclatirai hito his own pocket You might ask 
why this wasn't brou^t up before. The reasons 
are the son of tilings that Mick Birgan spoke of before, 
the fact that I had worked very haw witb Lewin fot 
a term prior to tiiat and still I suppose had some kind 
of rehictanoe to dolt, the fact that otiier people who 
were mwe close fiiends of Lewin's had persuaded 
. me that It wouldn't be a good tiring and so forth. 
Three times I have threatened to bring tiiese things up* 
on each occasion these sorts of arguments have • 
prevailed, and I haven't dwie it. I wish I had dme 
It during the election campaign last year. I believe 
If I had Lcwin Blazevich would not be president today. 
Let me tiian detail some of the things which Lewin 
Blazevich did. Piist of all there aiethe more 
minor things, booking up his own books to the 
Post Graduate Association Charge Account 
at the Univets% Bookshop. The figures involved 
here are in the area of $60. Secaia he purchased 
out of Post Graduate funds, for his own use a pahr 
of sterophonic ear phones for his tape recMder and 
a set of tapes. More serious perhaps is his use 
of uavel tickets, to obtain money from the Post 
Graduate Association. There are three specific 
Incidents here. They both happened not last 
Christmas vacation but tiie one before. Mr. 
Blazevich claimed that tiiere was a Post Graduate 
conference in Adelaide. In fact tbere was no 
such conference •. He obtahied tickets to 
attend this conference in his own name he went 
as far as Sydney cashed in tbe ticket and 
had a holiday in Sydney. Another Instance 
was a flctilcious meeting wltii the non-existent 
•Post Graduate ^ Associatioo In Townsville. Again, 
Mr. Blazevich obtained from tbe funds 
from the Post Graduate Association cash for a 
train ticket, so that he could have a holiday in 
Townsville. Third, during the Post-graduate 
Association dispute with the administration last 
year, a number of de legates were sent to 
southern campuses to attempt to win support 
forthe Rjst-Graduate Associatioa Mr. Blazevich 
went to Sydney and Canberra, This was properly 
authorized ana above board. However, Mr. 
Blazevich obtained for himself a return ticket 
(plane) to Melbourne. The difference between 
a return fare to Melbourne and a return fare 
to Canberra is approximately $25. Mr. 
Blazevich used this amount to fly his wife home 
from Sydney. Money was given to 
Mr. Blazevich by people who were running the 
campaign against the Union last year. .We were 
bringing out a lot of pamphlets we needed paper, 
we (tcided to try ancl buy it through the Post 
Graduate association Mr. Blazevicn obtained some' 
paper for us he was given S13. 50 for It," This 
money never found its way into the funds of the 
Post Graduate Assodation, but went Into Mr. 
Blazevich's pocket. That then is the sort of 
thing that was going in the Post Graduate 
Association, and ifyou total those individual 
things, the lowest figures you will come to is 
around about $400, flie highest is around about $600 
- the actual fact of the matter is probably some 
where in between which isn't bad going for an 
organisation which has a total budget of, I think, 
about %1\ thousand dollars. For this reason for 
those of us who knew of this felt fiiat Lewin was-'not 
quite the person to hare as president of the Union 
where the overall budget S& in the. wder of $400,000. 
We, had some fairly good Ideas about the things 
he had in mind. The first hint of the actual use 
ofthe Union for financial gain was when he claimed 
-for a a rise In his salary which belieVe me, he did 
use the arguments which Dick, mentioned as tbe 
justification for:. Secondly at a finance advisory 
committee meeting which took place In DgcemDcr 
last year and which I attended along with Warren 
O'Brien Matt English and otiiers It came to our 
attention that abaove tiie powers of Matt English 
(Hon. Treasurer), Mr. Blazevich had used his 
emergency powers to authorize a plane fare 
for hlmseU down south. The use of emergency 
powers it should be noted is supposed to be juf 
that, when a situation arises where something needs 
to be done, then certain powers are vested in the 
president so that he can take action and subsequently 
ratified by CounciL This power has rarely been 
used by past presidents, m. Blazevich's liist 
use of It was to authorize plane tickets for himself. 
Again this is contrary to what would be accepted 
as standard union practice in the case, which was 
to supply first or second class rail fares to these 
things. Fortunately this did come to the 
attention of Finance Advisory Committee which 
recommended to Council of the president's 
use of this emergency powers in that situation 
be not ratified. 
Tbe second major use of the president's emergency 
powers was in wher? a tender existed for a shc^; 
and where a tender was put to Union House 
Committee, from the president's sister-in-law. 
Union House Committee, on considering the 
tender, decided it was not acceptabfe and 
directed that the president call for new tenders 
New tenders were net called; again the President 
had used his emergency powers to block this 
in a fairly blatant attempt to obtain the lease of 
this shop for his sister-in-law. 
•"^m^-: 
<the most incompeteivt 
and dishonest president 
I have ever known > 
< I will nieet him 
in cottrt with evidence, 
with records, 
with affidavits > 
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MAURICE SWAN 21, is a Government honours student. 
He is a member of a southside A.L.P. branch. In 
1972. he was nominated for General Vice President 
by a broad left-wing grouping supporting restructn 
ure of the Union. He was elected with 3,900 votes, 
the highest single vote received in that election. 
(This is about double the votes the president 
received). He is now Acting President. 
MAURICE 
J V. 
I did not speak at the meeting at lunch-time 
last Friday for three reasons: 
0-) I was sickened by the spectacle arranged 
by Blazevich and alarmed at the ease with which 
the majority ofthe crowd who attended were taken 
in by the dishonest and destructive game he played 
to cover up his short-comings. 
(2) A fair amount of what I would have said was 
said by Dick Shearman, David Murr and Graham 
Jones. This does not mean that 1 regard them as 
a spokesman for my point of view - in fact, far 
from it, as those who read further will see; nor 
does it mean that I agree with all thay they said. 
But the fact is that much of what thfiy said is true. 
(3) The prevailing mood at the meeting was so 
unreasoning and emotional that what I had to say 
would have met with loud and derisive comment 
lacking any basis in clear and rational thinking 
and this could have prejudiced any hope of success 
for the couise of action I intend to take as Acting 
President which I believe is cmcial to the future 
direction of the Union and student participation 
in their Union 
I now wish to uke this opportunity to state my view 
of what has happened in the Union over the past 
few months and to outline what I think should be 
done about the situation the Union finds itself 
In. 
Early in 1972, Bruce Shaw and I, disturbed at the 
way decisions were being made by the people in 
control of the Union then and the disorganized state 
the affaiis ofthe Union were in, began analyzing 
the causes of this situation and proposing an alter-
native structure that would go some way towards 
remedying these problems and affording students 
effective control ofthe decision making processes 
of their Union, We were soon joined in our efforts 
by Murr, Shearman^O'Brien, Blazevich and others. 
Except for a half-hearted effort in 1970 to get 
myself elected as an Atts Representative as a 
"moderate", this was the first time I had been 
involved in Union affain, and it was the first 
time I had been closely associated with "the 
radicals". In the campaign to restructure the 
Union, the sole reason for my involvemeni was 
my interest in seeing students change the Union 
so that they can have mbre control over affairs 
which affect them. To the extent lhat this is 
a radical aim, than I am a radicaL 
Somewhere else in this paper the details of the 
restructure campaign and Blazevich's initial 
association and subsequent break with the 
radicals working in the campaign are recounted. 
In the 1972 Annual General Elections I ran for 
G. V. P. solely on a policy of restructuring the 
Union, and I openly and actively supported 
other candidates with tiie same policy. I received 
over 3,900 votes, more than any other candidate 
had ever received in any Union election. You can 
draw any conclusion you like from that. 
When the new Council took office on December 
1st, there was not a radical majority and a 
conservative/nioSerate minority with Blazevich 
as a non-radical left-winger squeezed in the 
middle. Aboul 40% of Councillors were left-
wingers with little in common apart from a 
committment lo a policy of restructuring the 
Union; another 20-25% were died-in-tlie-wool 
conservatives; the .rest were a variety of 
poUtical animak ranging from bumbling moderates 
through vacillating opportunists to bleeding-heart 
left-liberals. 
Some of the dciails of what has happened since 
Dt'ceinber are dealt witii elsewhere but there are 
many other tilings that could be brought out. 
Exams and the long vacation look much of the 
momentum out of ihe restructure movement. 
I^oplc sat around wailing for the restntcture to 
happen but did Uttlti about it, then becanie 
disillusioned or more Interested in something 
else. Lcfi-wlnccis became alarmed al the 
nianouverings of Blazevich. In circumsunces 
which Abrahams and EngUsh (moderates or 
conservatives, depending on how you like to 
daiegorize them) can best explain, these two came 
to the conclusion that Blazevich was inefficient, 
incompetent, indecisive and of such a pigheaded 
disposition that they found it impossible lo work 
with him. Time and time again they stated that 
despite the vast political differences, they found 
left-wingers and radicals easier to work with 
than Blazevich, 
In the meantime. Council was dealing with a 
number of unsavoury matten, such as the dismiss-
al of the Manager of the Union and more 
recenlly, the sacking of a cleaner. Also many 
left-wingers who had been elected to committees 
were lazy and did not bother aboul committee 
work' but otiiers were as busy as beavers honing 
their cleavers - they had ambitions and were 
manouvering with Blazevich to build up a poUtical 
grouping around him. Then came the 
resignations. In about two weeks, a dozen 
people vacated their positions - some through 
dissiUusionment or lack of inteiesi, sotne because 
they had changed their status or faculty and were 
no longer entitled to hold their positions. 
From the beginning of term, there was a move 
to get rid of Blazevich, This was instigated by 
EngUsh and Abrahams, who had a long Ust 
of allegations against him relating to nis 
appaUing handling of his position as President. 
InitiaUy, a fair number of radicals decided to 
support the move to get rid of Blazevich 
but they had their reservations. Impressed 
by the Infonnation from EngUsh and Abrahams, 
I originaUy decided to support the move against 
Blazevich bul later 1 came to the conclusion 
that although il was not a happy siluaiion, the 
Union coula operate even with an Ineffective 
President as long as he kept signing the cheques, 
and that concentrating on die restmcturing of the 
Union was more important. Therefore 1 
abstained from the voting on his removal (My 
decision might also have been influenced by Uie 
fact tiiat 1 have six heavy subjects this year and 
would not really have the time to be Acting 
President). 
Other radicals came to the same conclusion for 
similar reasons or because they felt sorry for 
Blazevich. The result was the motion moved 
by non-radicals, was voted against by radicals 
and was lost. 
My view of what has happened recently is this: 
Blazevich claims that the radicals who'control' 
Union Council are lazy, inefficient, corrupt 
and untrustworthy, and refuse to cooperate 
with him. Because of this, he says, he has 
been prevented from adequately carrying 
out his duties as President. 1 disagsee with 
this . There is no evidence of corruption 
amongst radicals that I am aware of, nor any 
evidence of an effort by radicals to stop 
him from being a good President, though 
I will say that there are some radicals 
whom 1 regard as lazy and inefficient 
some whom I would not trust, and some who 
have frequently acted in a reprehensible 
manner. On tne other hand, there are 
a number of radicals on Council who 
are wilUng to work hard and who do their jobs quite well, and there are some 
radicals whom I would trust more than 
others, and more than 1 would trust 
moderates and conservatives. 
But whatever the characteristics of radicals 
in general or in particular are, it is simply 
not true that they stopped Blazevich from 
adequately hilfillinghis role as President. 
The simple fact is tnat Blazevich himself 
was inefficient, incompetent, and 
indecisive in the handUng of his position. 
BIU Abrahams, the Hon. Sec. , and Matt 
English, the Treasurer, have ample evidence 
of tills. There is also some evidence from 
olher sources that some of his activities 
show him as lacking In integrity and as 
being corrupt. It was nol the radicals 
who stopped him from being an effective 
President, il was his own shoitcomitigs. The 
greatest source of disharmony in the union 
in recent months has not been in 
Blazevich's relationship widi the radicals; 
it has been in bis relationship wilh the 
moderate/conservative Hon Sec and 
Treasurer. Why? Because time and time 
again he could not do what was required of 
bun because of his Incompetence, or would 
not do it because of his obstinacy. If 
you find tills hard to beUeve because 
It comes from » radical, ask English 
and Abrahams. 
Why blame the radicals then? Simple -
it attracts much more attention from 
the outside media, then if he blamed 
the moderates and conservatives, who 
were really the ones who wanted him out, 
and given the bias of the media, it 
immediately casts the radicals in the role 
of the bad guys and himself in the role 
of the good guys. In short, Blazevich is 
blaming the radicals for his own faults ' 
and mistakes. He realized 'he was a 
President and decided to get out before he 
became more hopeless and before it' became 
obvious to everyone. But he wanted lo gel 
out with a relatively clean image. So what 
did he do? He tried to give the radicals a 
dirtier image - he threw as much mud at them as 
he could. 
The transcript of the Friday meeting will show that 
many of his allegations were unfounded, and 
Ihat in making many of them he was completely 
hypocriticaL His actions in involving the 
outside media and in pointing at the campus 
bogey-men, the radicals, was a completely 
cynical grandstanding political play to 
confuse the issue as much as possible, and 
probably most students at the meeting on 
Friday deserve such cynical treatment 
because they were gullible enough to 
swallow hook, Une and sinker the appaUing 
garbage he wrote into the script for his act 
at that meeting. 
Take, for example, the sick tactic he cm:-
ployed in continually referring to Dick 
Shearman. Now there are many things 
Shearman has done which I could not 
and would not defend, but other people are just as bad, T^e situation with Shearman 
is that he is a very talented orator and 
because he does a lot of clever speech-
making, people believe he also does 
a lot of clever manouvering and therefore 
conclude lhat he is the master manipulator 
behind all radical activities. Thus 
everything Is easily explained as a 
plot by Sheamian or a small gioup 
around him and Blazevich was 
playing on this fear to arouse feeUng 
againsi the radicals. And how successful 
it was! Some naive people such as 
Jim Varghese aclually wanted to blame 
Shearman for il aU, and advocated 
censuring him so that his position 
as symbol and demagogue of tiie 
radicals could be destroyed. But 
such attitudes only bolster up the 
mytli and mystification of the 
demagogue position. 
If the trutii be known, Shearman 
is probably manipulated more 
than he manipulates others, since 
he has good persuasive rhetorical skills, 
it is to the advantage of any left-winger 
pushing a point of view on sonieUung. 
to win Shearman to tiial view so 
lhat his persuasive skills can be used 
to whip up further support. As will 
be seen from evidence in other 
parts of this paper, Blazevich himself 
nas often done this. 
The situation the Union is in at presenl 
is this: The major services il ptovides 
for studenis (e. g. refectory, ttieatrc) 
will continue as before. There are 
certainly problems and inadequacies in 
: these areas, but these are being 
overcome, and there is definitely no 
cause for alarm provided the 
requisite hard wprk is done, and 
firovided there is money forthcoming lom the Administration to get the re-
fectory extensions under way again 
before it is too late. There is, 
* It was not 
the radicals who stopped him 
from being an effective President, 
it was his own short comings. » 
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nevertheless, a crisis in the Union 
and the only solution to this crisis 
is swift and decisive aciion not • •' -•' - • 
by Union bureaucrats IHII by aU 
students who have any interest 
at all in active participating In 
the making of decisions which affect 
them. 
Tlw crisis is definitely not a financial crisis, 
as Blazevich tried to make out. The Union 
does have some difficulties in the area, but 
is nowhere near bankruptcy. The Union has 
never had, and will as far as I can see, never 
have, any difficulty in meeting the demands 
of its creditors. And if anyone thinks the 
Administration is about to step in and take 
conttol of the Union or of certain aspects 
of Union activity such as the refectory, then 
they should thInK again, I have spoken with 
the Vlce-ChanceUor and I am convinced that 
neither he, nor the Senate, nor the Administration 
are the least bit inierested in Intervening in 
studenl affairs. They have their own financial 
problems and the la st thing they want to do 
is take on ours as welL (In facl, il is very 
smart of them lo leave to us the worry of 
running the tuckshop; we studenis will be the 
ones to suffer if we become preoccupied with 
il and neglect to push our demands in other, 
broader areas of activity In the University). 
Furthermore, the crisis is no. in the area 
which the Administralion is primarily concerned 
about It is in a sense a political crisis and 
the administration and the Senate would 
probably be pleased if this crisis caused students 
lo become involved in internal poUtical 
wrangling and thus prevented tiiem from making 
demands on the administration and questioning 
the whole power structure of the University 
in a serious way. 
The crisis is poUtical in the sense that it 
involves the public exposure of a number of 
bureaucratic wrangUngs coupled with and in 
part arising from infigliting, conflicts and 
vendettas on a personal basis, coming at a 
time when the Union is supposed lo be radicaUy 
restructuring itself. The crisis has very Uttle 
to do with conflict of ideologies; It has very 
much to do with conflicts orpersonalities and 
preconceived "roles". This Is basically due 
to the fact that student Union activity has 
degenerated to a point where "Union affairs" 
has come to mean the often pointless and absurd 
games ihat a few student bureaucrats and self-
styled radicals engage in in a toy parUament 
Council and in die Committees under the 
Council and has really very Uttle to do 
wilh students in general I have sat in 
lhat toy ParUament, bul fortunalely I have not 
been involved in the bureaucratic wrangling 
and the personal conflicts. 
I have come to the conclusion that there are 
only two real alternatives thai students have in 
relation to their Union: either they immediately 
take an active part in leoiganizing their Union 
ill such a way that tireywlll make real decisions 
which effect tnem and ttiey will make whatever 
demands they have to make about what should 
be done In this University, or they abolish the 
Union, hand the tuckshop back to the 
Administiation, and go back to their classrooms. 
And the time to choose between these alternatives 
is NOW, within the next few weeks. If 
studenis are nor sufficiently interested in 
eilher of these alternatives, then the present 
farcical fantasy will continue. 
One basic cause ofthis Union's present state 
of poUtical decrepitude is the fact that 
most elected studenl "representatives" 
on the Council instituted of a number of 
Faculty representatives and an executive) 
have some power within the Umited area of 
Union activity, but no definite responsibilities 
and obUgations i. e. speaking in relative terms 
their power is grossly out of proponion to 
their duties. Most student office-bearen who 
do have specific duties are appointed by this 
irresponsible Council, but tiiey do not have 
to worry too much about what they are 
supposed to be doing for students becagse, Uke 
the elected representatives who appoint 'them, 
they can really onlv be removed by Council 
itself, and if a student bureaucrat or 
representative Is a good munipulator, 
it is quite easy for him to lobby the 
two dozen or so Council memters he needs to 
keep his posilion safe. 
Under this system also, committees, where all 
the work is supposed to be done, are stacked 
with cronies who lisl all the positions they 
have held whenever they run for office 
again, and committee membership is not 
a good reflection of capabiUty or interest 
in the area of activity which the committee 
is supposed to be superviring. 
The other basic cause is the fact lhat the 
Union gives studenis very little control 
over factors which affect them as 
students at this University i, e. speaking 
in absolute terms, the Union as it 
presently stands is virtually powerless in 
most areas of studenl concern. Its chief 
activities - providing food and entertainment 
- invoke about 15-20?o of students' time 
at Unt, and are not related to their 
main purpose of their being at Uni. In 
fact, in some respects the union diminishes 
the effective power of siudents to control 
their own lives as students by diverting 
their attention and energy away from 
important issues and channelling them 
Dick Shearman 
into entertaining yet fcuttless sideshows 
and dead ends. Some studenis on this 
campus are putting fwward quile 
compelUng arguments in favour of 
forgetting about the Union, leaving 
it to wither and die, so that it will 
no longer abscure the real situation 
In tills University. I myself am 
incUned to lhinJ< tiiat (the Union, 
since it is really a part of the real 
situation in tiiis Univeisily, can be 
used as one means among many 
of changlBg the siluaiion in a 
manner tiiat the majority of 
students want, and I tiiink ihat 
students should at least make an effort 
to change their Union into an 
organization which is one means 
of expressing their point 
of view and exerting their power 
in matters relating to their life 
at this University. 
There arc two ways in which this 
could be done in a restructured Union: 
(1) Studenis could launch activities 
through the Union in a major new 
direction - that of leading the moves 
towards increased student participation 
in the control of all aspects of their 
activities as students; 
(2) They icquld leave this work 
to other groups, providing faciUtles 
and coordination for efforts in other areas. 
Thus students working for more control 
In departmental committees, faculty boards, 
and even in classrooms would receive the firm 
support of the Unioa 
For either of these to work, a much more 
democratic system of organization is required. 
In the past the Union has been a definiie 
drawback to the efforts of students interested- . 
in reforming the University because its 
undemocratic structure prevented the voice 
of the majority of concerned students, be 
they conservative, radical, or "moderates" 
from being heard correctly, or indeed at all 
Statements by Union officebearers about what 
studenis thinK have little basis in fact; 
they are merely the officebearers' opinion 
of what studenl opinion is. It's time sludent 
opinion was heard clearly. The Union should 
be restructured in such a way that its members 
can Slate dir eclly what they want and how 
they Intend to get it, instead of being 
misrepresented oy people elected on policies 
totally unrelated to tiie situation ind not ' '"^  
having even those distorted statements 
acted upon effectively. It's also time 
that the Union was reorganised to a 
system which encouraged students to 
maintain a keen interest in it all tiie time 
instead of only when the radicals stir 
up crowds to mass meetings by smearing 
the conservatives or when tiie conservatives' 
Eut the mass media spotUght on the Union y smearing the radicals. 
UNION COUNCIL MINUTES, TUESDAY 20TH MARCH, ON THE SEMOVAL OF BLAZEVICH. 
DICK SHEARMAN: 
There are a number of things to be considered. 
One, it is cominon knowledge that i didn't 
him because I knew him too well, i didn't 
is slack. He gets ideas, he runs round to 
wor^ t follow through. 
support Lewin for President - i didn't support 
think he would do a good job as President. Lewin 
get them going - unless people back them up, he 
Secondly, I was against him standing for the position. He was doing so to further his own 
personal political ambitiond. 
They were the reasons I didn't support him for President. 
When he was elected President, I think most people (i think Matt and Bin) voted for him 
for President. People attempted to work with him closely. Lewin did fulfil the prophecy of 
the left. Bill made a number of specific points. When things had to be done, Lewin has 
been pretty slow at chasing things up. He is slack. By the same token, most of the 
other people are slack. It would be easy to say I have done everything greatly, i could do 
a "moral indignation". As far as i am concerned, most of the other people who were elected 
have done fuck all. When Lewin does something they disagree with— the only chasing-up 
they have done is to support a motion. I am as much to blame. We have the ludicrous sit-
uation where a number of people have been involved in Union eommittees who have all since 
the new council started, criticised away and done fuck all. 
lot of the criticisms are hypocritical". Mr O'Brien tendered his resignations from FAC, 
IC, Publications Committee. When O'Brien stood for all these committees, he wanted to h 
A 
UHC c , wn r be 
on. all these committees.He has attended all meetings and has been an active member of 
these committees. He feels he has been frustrated in the work he has been doing., tfe feels 
Mr.Blazevich is part of the reason. As such, he resigns from those committees. Mr.Blazevich 
cculd be a good scapegoat. The attitude of Warren is a good example of that..It doesn't 
matter if Blazevich looses or not. If the restructure goes through, it would be of benefit 
to Union Cbuncil. otherwise there will be elections for-the new council.- everybody is 
running around consolidating their power position. The major problem is getting through 
the restructure referendum on the 30th. If people think that by removing Blazevich they 
have solved the problem, it is not true. Lewin is not going to do a good job. If" he goes, 
Maurice will take it on for a few weeks. Mr English is considering standing for President. 
Matt probably will. We have to know the consequences - Matt or Lewin. The most important 
thing is to get through restructure. I would urge councillors to abstain on this motion. 
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MICK BIRGAN 24, is a postgraduate student studying 
history, and has been regarded as a student radical 
since his first year in 1968. In 1972 he ran for 
Arts Rep. on Union Council,and recieved the second 
highest vote in that section. He resigned from 
Council with disgust and frustration with the Union 
machinery a few minutes before Blazevich made his 
own surprise resignation. 
MICK 
BIRGAN 
This aside is meant to be a defence 
againsi the allegations made by Lewin Blazevich 
on his resignation from the Presidency of the 
Unioa His slory goes something Uke this. 
Lewin Blazevich ran againsi "the radical" 
candidate for President and won. The 
Radicals were upset about this but decided 
to play upon his left wing sympathies in 
order to get him to go along with their 
vanous np offs, irresponsibilities and 
?lans to entrench themselves in power orever by altering the constitution. In 
any case they could always fall back on 
their majority in Union Council lo force 
him to go along with things he disapproved 
of. Thus anything that has gone wrong 
has not been his fault, il was the fault 
of his "radical counc tl". 
Because Lewin (the pure, the altruistic) would not 
always go along with them, the radicals 
waged a constant campaign of propaganda 
and intimidation against him culminating In 
an attempt to remove him from office, 
which of course failed because truth and 
justice truimphed over radical lies. The 
Radicals once in. power showed no desire 
to put their eleclion ideals inlo practice. 
Lew, the Pres. was to use his own words 
"running scared" but he''decided to 
stop running" because he believed he 
could no longer hold the fort alone for 
tmtii justice and the sludent interests. 
He resigned in disgust from the 
Presidency and set out lo expose the 
corruption and vindictiveness of the 
Union radicals. It appears that the 
"last straw that broke Uie camel's 
back (there was no end to "radical" 
nastiness) was the "arrogant" unfair 
decision to dismiss a member of the 
cleaning staff. Lewin could not 
stand by and see the rights of this 
union employee Irampied upon in 
this manner. 
Lew the Pres decided that he could not 
stand idly by any longer and "decided 
to stop running there and then." He 
decided to take the matter to the 
siudents. Tbey in their wisdom would 
decide that he was right and that the 
behaviour of Union "Radicals" had been 
thoroughly reprehensible to say the 
least. So, he called a meetingof 
the said wise masses in the Relax 
Block confident that if he levelled 
wilh tiie snidents they would have 
the good sense to see through the 
Radical Rhetoric. 
At this meeting he related tbe above men-
tioned story. The assembled masses at the 
Relax Block heard Lewin's story and 
were then forced to listen to a barrage 
of'Radical Ues". That is, all except 
Lewin, he left soon after deUvering 
his speech. He walked out In disgust 
after his main "peisecutoc" Dick Shearman 
made a speech in reply to his. It was not 
tiiat Lewin did not wish to be put in 
a posilion whore he would have to 
substaniiaie his claims - he had the 
- facts. It was just tiiat he saw no point 
in waiting around listening to a bunch 
of Mci, and slander about a competent 
and honest Union President who had 
done hi"! job in the best interests of 
studcnt<; wilh no thouglit of gain for 
himself. This is how he saw his own 
role and lie was sure dial students would 
see it his way. 
^ That Is tiic general train of Lewin's 
siory - tliat^ tiie way he wants 
:, everybody lo see il. Lewin's whole 
* performance has been a supreme example of 
' the poUtics of the Total Lie. The 
•: lotal Ue is the technique of the systematic 
and total revcisal of tlic truth. Lewin docs 
not rest his case on half imth - he simply 
divorces liis case from any shred of reality. 
Thai is why he Is so dlfficuU to answer, 
bjcausc there is no place to start. T he 
Lie is so big lhal is Is Impossible to pick It 
up and to deal with it. Imagine trying 
10 pick up an object that is so large ihat 
you cannot get ft suitable hold on it to 
lift it up. All that you can do is to 
" chip pieces off it and pick them up so 
' that you can show them lo people,you 
cannot show people the whole thing, 
but may be if people see some of the 
key parts of it they will have some 
idea of what it is like as a whole. 
Now For the Chipping. 
Chip No (1). .rj^^,^,..R3di,,,3,.^ ,„d 
Dick Shearman particularly, had waged 
a constant camp pien of slander, intimidation 
and obstruction against him and tried to 
remove him from office. 
The motion to remove Lewin ftom office 
was not put forward by "Radicals" of the 
Council, bul by Messrs. Matt. English 
(Hon. Treasurer) and Bill Abrahams (Hon 
Sec.). Both these people would never 
regard themselves as radicals; and 
both say they ot iginally voted for Lewin 
for President. The motion was lost 18-
7. Lewin's siory that the radicals 
were behind the move can be shown lo be 
a lie by the vety margin by which it was 
lost 18-7. In a council with a so called 
"radical majoriiy". Once the names of 
Lefties namely Shearman and myself had 
appeared on a petition to call an extraordinary 
meeting to discuss the removal of Lewin 
from office but so did the na mes of so 
caUed "moderates'." English and Abrahams 
were the mover and seconder of the motion of 
removal from office. M ost sections of Union 
council agreed that Lewin should be removed 
but the left for personal and poUtical reasons 
lacked the resolve to do so - without 
left support for the motion it lacked the numbers 
necessary to get it through. The lefl has 
always had the numben to remove Lewin 
but has lacked the desire to do so. 
Now for the subsidiary lie that Dick Shearman 
had been foremost in the attempts to get rid 
of Lewin. Anyone who looks at the Minutes 
of the Council meeting in which the Removal 
From office motion came up will see that 
the attacks on Lewin came not from the Left 
bul from the right. In fact Dick Shearman 
Lewin's alleged arch persecutor urged people 
to abstain from the vote on the grounds that 
it would be unfair to accuse Lewin of 
incompetence when there was so much other 
incompetence around. Shearman along 
with other Lefties had his abstention in the 
vote recorded in Union council minutes. Otiier 
Lefties spoke and voted in favour in Lewin. 
In not removing Lewin from office the Left 
acted in an irresponsible manner letting 
down those responsible union officials who 
argued the necessity for his removal regardless 
of the consequences, and aUenated some of ils 
own ranks in the process. The reason for this 
failure to remove Lewin (amatter which cut 
across ideological discussions on Council) were 
tiiree fold. 
(1) Many Leftists did not wish to remove 
Lewin from office though most acknowledged 
that there weie good reasons for doing so -
Lewin had been a friend and co-worker in 
previous campaigns. Also, he seemed 
amenable to Left wing policies if it could 
be shown to him that it was opportune to 
be so. 
(2) We didn'i want the disrupiioa The Union 
administration was grinding to a halt and we 
had the restructure referendum coming up, 
(3) We did not like tiie Idea of voting wilh 
the Right Wing against a Piesident who appeared 
to sympathize with the left. 
In short the "Radical persecutors" tolerated Lewin's 
antics and though they saw the need for his 
removal failed to do so for personal and 
poUtical reasons. 
In short Lewin has fabricated his case of 
•Radical' persecution in order to gain 
poUtical mileage. Dick Sheannan,his 
main persecutor,was under attack only a 
few weeks ago for not being prepared 
to take any kind of a stand against 
LevJin. We tolerated him to the 
detriment of our firsl real chance to 
democratize the Union and make it 
into a worthwhile body. 
Chip No (2) 
The Lewin was "running scared" as he said in the 
Relax Block. I believe tiie case of Lewin's 
pay rise bid serves to show what a lie this 
claim is. Not long before the Motion 
to remove him from office, Lewin spoke with a 
number of "radicals " in his office about 
a rise on pay for himself. He had previously 
argued lhat he needed a pay rise to help 
pay for his new $20,000 house. He found 
out .from sounding out members of 
council that it was generally felt that tiie 
union should not help pay for tbe bouses 
of its memben even if they are president. 
This second time Lewin pushed for a 
pay rise he gave another equally personal 
reason which I will not mention for fear 
of evoking the same reaction that occurred 
when Dick Shearman raised the matter 
at the Relax Block meeting. Again it 
was felt that the Union should not pay 
for expenses relating lo the personal 
Uves of its membeis. Lewin spoke to 
Dick Shearman (ans rep) W&rren 
O'Brien (F. A. C.) Graham Jones (St.' 
Lucia V. P.) and myself(arts rep). 
On meeting some opposition to his 
pay rise, Lewin threatened strike action 
pointing out lhat he could cause this 
place to fall into "chaos" by not being 
around to sign cheques. This arrogant 
attitude is hardly what might be expected 
of a man who is "running scared", it is 
hardly the action of a responsible President 
who is concerned at the smooth function ing 
of Ihe Union of which he is president. Lewin's 
pay rise was rejected by Council, but the 
whole esisode serves to give the Ue to his 
claim of being scared and also shows 
something of Shearman's attitude towards 
him. .Not only were some lefties not 
prepared to remove him from office but some 
were prepared to give him a pay rise. 
Shearman and myself drew considerable 
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abuse for supporting his pay rise. Shearman, 
myseU" and a number of otner lefties supponed 
his pay rise for the simple reason ihat we 
had the restructure referendum coming up 
and did not wanl anyone to throw a spanner 
in the works at this stage. We hopecl ihat 
by giving him tiie extra $460 P. A. we 
could buy his support for the restmcture. The 
state of tiie union was such at this stage that 
It could not stand Blazevich's tanlnims. 
(To use Lewin's term we were "running 
scared" - we were wonied about what Tie 
would do to wreck things.) 
Chip No (3) 
That the Lefl has gone in for rip offs 
and acted irresponsibly, throughout 
all of the mudsllnging no one has accused 
any member of the predominately radical 
executive of rip offs. Lewin was supposed to 
have 37 allegations - Where are they? These 
accusations come from a President who has 
among other things. 
(1) Overruled a discussion of House 
committee so that his sister-in-law could 
rent half of Shearers Shop for Real Estate 
Agency. 
(2) Sought a pay rise to help him jjay for 
his new house. . , 
Lewin claims that he has had lo curb our 
irresponsiblUiy. Irresponsibility is hard 
to define, but in view of what has 
happened since he was elected ., our 
greatest Irresponsibility was in nol supporting 
Matt English s motion to remove Lewin from 
office, 1 am not going to claim lhat the 
Left Bureaucrats were always responsible, but 
the accusal! ons of Irresponsibility come 
from a President who, among other 
irresponsibiUtles.was notorious for nol 
attending meeiings of the committees ofthe 
Union that the Resident is supposed to attend. 
In fact, he often couldn't make ll to council 
meetings , One day he even disappeared 
wilhout lodging his signature with the Bank 
so that money could be obtained lo pay wages. 
(Remember how upset Lewin said he was 
about Slaff discontent?) It was pay day. 
Chip No (4) 
That Lewin was angered and disheartened by the 
"arrogance" of radicals in sacking a cleaner. 
Early this year Mr, Blazevich himself put 
forward a motion to dismiss the same cleaner 
(along with 4 other Union employees). 
ffPerusal of Unioa Council minutes will 
substantiate this. When il came to tabUng 
the morions In Union Council.Lewin approached 
Shearman (his supposed arch persecutor) and 
myself lo put our names on the Motion. 
Shearman agreed to move the motion 
to dismiss the Union Mana^r • Lewin said that 
"it would look bad" if be did i t Tbe reason for 
Lewin's desire for radicals lo take up his 
dismissal motions is simple - If anything 
went wrong he could say; "Ils not me 
it's my radical council'. This is what he 
Is Qying to do now. Blame every tiling 
on the Radicals - He could always be sure 
of Courier Mail assistance In this. 
Botii Shearman and myself refused to move 
any more motions of dismissal onoe we 
reaUzed whai he was up to and argued that If 
the President wanted these motions to go 
Ihrough he should sponsoi them himself. He 
refused to do so. The efforts of Union 
Council to compel him to step down from the 
chair so that he could do so are recorded In 
Union councU. minutes. He wanted us -
his radical council to do the sacking. When 
3 months later his radical council did in fact 
sack one of these people, he joined in the 
chorus of abuse over this "anogant" aciion 
by councIL He posed as our critic and defender 
of the dismissed person's rights. "It'. wasn't 
me who did it - it was my radical council" 
Lewin successfully deceived everyone again. 
In the Ught of Lewin's professed oisgust at 
the arrogance of council In sacking the cleaner 
it is interesting to nole lewin's words during 
the earlier motions of his own to sack not only 
this employee but four others, Lewin-sald lhat 
he was not going to leave himself open 
for libel suits by giving reasons why these five 
employees shouldbe sacked, it would be better 
to dismiss them and find vaUd reasons later, 
• Lewin's words are recorded in council minutes. 
Chip No (5) 
Why did Lewin leave the Relax Block general 
meeting so early? He had called to "inform 
siudents about whal has transpired" and he left 
before radicals could respond to his accusations. 
The answer Is simply, the politics of the Total 
Lie is successful so long as you have no direct 
communication with your critics and your 
"constitutenis", He had to leave in 
indignation simply because he had told so many 
Ues that he was afraid to face questions. 
He left saying "I can't take any more of this". 
These are but a few points which serve lo 
illustrate Lewin's total lack of credibility. 
What he has tried to do is to create the false 
impression that he was a competent, responsible 
president who was inllmidateu , victimized and 
finaUy driven from office by his "radical 
council". One example of his arbiirary 
altitude lowards facts is his statement to the 
Press in which he claimed that the Union's 
trading losses would reach $100. 000 this year. 
The Hon. Treasurer, Mr. Matt English has 
refuted this as a totally eccentric figure and 
r MJNUTES OF THE FIRST KffiETING OF THE 62ND COUHaL OP TIE UOTVERSHY OF QUEENSLAND UNION HELD ON MONDAY, 4TH MCEMBER, 1972 IN THE J. D. STC«Y COUNCIL CHAMBER COMMENQNG AT 6.80 P.M. 
extract 
It was moved 
THAT THE MOTIONS (MOVED BLAZEVICH) BE LAID ON THE TABtE. 
Abrahams/Swan 
(Dissent Mr. Shearman) 
CARRIED 
Tbe motloDs are:-
62/174 THAT COUNaL AGREES IN PRINCIPAL AND RECOMMENDS TO HOUSE COMMITTEE THAT 
THE TWO POSITIONS OF UNION STEWARDS BE ABOUSHED. 
Blazevich/ LAID ON TABIE 
62/176 THAT COUNaL AGREES IN PRINaPAL AND RECOMMENDS TO HOUSE COMMITTEE THAT 
NO OVERTIME BE GRANTED, EXCEPT FOR FEMALE CATERING STAFF, FOR UNION EMPLOYEES 
WITHOUT THE APPROVAL OF THE HONORARY SECRETARY FOR UNION OFFICE STAFF AND 
THE PRESIDENT (OR IN HIS ABSENCE, THE GENERAL VICE-PRESIDENT OR FINANCE SECRETARY) 
FOR ALL OTHER STAFF. 
Blazevich/ LAID ON TABLE 
62/176 THAT COUNCIL AGREES IN PRINOPAL AND RECOMMENDS TO HOUSE COMMITTEE THAT 
THE POSITIONS OF CATERING SUffRVISOR AND CHEF BE ABOLISHED AND REPLACED BY A 
COMBINED POSITION OF CATERING SUPERVISOR/CHEF WITH A SALARY OF $5,000 P.A., 
THE POSITION TO BE FlUf D BY A COMMTTTEE COMPRISING THE PRESIDENT, tiNION 
MANAGER. CHAIRMAN OF HOUSE COMMITTEE AND TWO MEMBERS OP COUNCIL 
ElECTED AT THIS MEETING. 
Bhizevlch/ LAID ON TABIE 
62/177 . THAT COUNOL AGREES IN FWNaPAL AND RECOMMENDS TO HOUSE COMMITTEE THAT 
THE POSITION OF HOUSE MANAGER BE ABOUSHED AND REPLACED BY THE POSITION OF 
HEAD CLEANER/SECURITY OFHCER ON A SALARY OF $4,500 P. A., THE POSITION TO BE 
FILLED BY A COMMITTEE COMPRISING THE PRESIDENT. UNION MANAGER. CHAIRMAN CF 
HOUSE COMMITTEE AND TWO MEMBERS OP COUNQL EI£CTED AT THIS MEEtlNG. 
Blazevich/ LAID ON TABIZ 
MR. BLAZEVICH - "The pcsltloa of Union stewards bas cost us $7,000. These two posltiwt u e held by two 
particular people. This Union next year won't be able to get iti iee rise. Alto we have had no 
formal discussion on whether or not v e are getting tiie money from the state teaching feUovn. We 
have had to curtail activities tiiijyeaB, We have to cut cMts in evenr a»a we can. Iwanttolmow 
about ovcitinic. We could save o e Union $15,000, In tiie past we oave seen too mairy higHhr-pald 
Union driceR, House Conunittee bas failed in tiiis whole ana. It bat-come to tiie situation where 
Houae Committee bas set wup for $80,000 deficit, Witiiout casting dispeisioa oq Paul Abernethy, 
I Want to take a much rooie dkect interest In the Students Unico. l^y tune would be better tetved. 
The biggest amount of rubbish li tiic financial situatioa Cach year toe motioot concerning flnanoe 
avallaDie to titingi has got smaller and tmaUei, Union Retldenti have not unmaliy been involved 
In any of these uings. 1 want Council to pass this." ' 
MR. BLAZEVICH - "I tm uic piepaicd to Jeopaidiie myself »ith libel tultt. We could Juit fiie people and set 
lome very valid leasoni *- *• e 
one damaging to the Union's trading position. 
Of couise It was an arbitrary figure - Lewin 
just dreams things up-and hopes that they will-
be beUeved. T^ey often are, because he is 
such a good actor. 
Why did he choose to blame the "radicals"? 
Why did he choose to blame anyone? The 
answer to these questions is easy. Lewin Is an 
ambitious man who was being attacked from 
Left and Ri^ t for incompetence and opportunism. 
Tlje Union machine was running badly. Someone 
had lo be blamed. Who better and who easier 
to blame than "the RaJIcals" of Courier Mail 
notoriety. Everyone blames the "radicals". 
The media and the greal middle of sludenis would 
lap It up. He named Dick Shearman as 'arch 
villain' of the piece for the simple reason that 
his aiiacls on Dick are sure to facilitate the 
most publicity for his "act" and he could exploit 
divisions within the Left. . 
1 have indulged In this personal attack on Lewin 
Blazevich because I see the necessitly fot a 
counter attack to his strategy of lies If only to 
salvage some credibility for myself and those 
lefties who were so mistaken as to.believe ihat 
It would be a good thing to get involved in 
the Union, Incompetence and iiresponsibiUty have 
not been Umited to Lewin's performance, I am 
not defending the role of the Left as administrators 
but as people. We did nol do the things to Lewin 
lhal he claimed we did. He has turned on us 
because he sees it as opportune lo do so. Our 
greatest folly was to beUeve that we could proceed 
on our eleclion poUcies to democratize the Union 
and to make it a worthwhile body while still 
retaining Lewin Blazevich as President. The whole 
experience of a Left wing union has proved the 
truth of the slogan used by the Self Management 
Group against us when we were campaigning 
for election: 
"You don't capture Unions. Un.ions capture you". 
You can't be a radical and be a bureaucrat and 
You can't be a radical and jun a multi-
milUon dollar business. The Lefi did not take 
over a real union (no one has ever had the 
audacity to call it a student's union). It is 
a democratically elected tuckshop. We tried 
to be managers and bureaucrats - Where the 
"moderates used to have toy parUamenis we 
used lo have lov purges. I beUeve that the case 
of the dismissed cleaner serves lo illustrate 
the hopelessness of a radical bureaucracy. 
Members of council dismissed this person because 
It was beUeved that his presence was not conducive 
to the safety of students who go to functions held 
in the Union buildings at night. Whether we 
were justified in believing so is now irrevelant. 
We were unjustified in using our power over his 
life which we possessed by virtue of being his 
alternate employers. Because of the dismissal 
we were faced with an Industrial dispute - and 
we were on the wrong side - we were the 
employers - vou cannot be a radical and an 
employer. A radical view of life is one in 
which there are no employers. All Lefties who 
have been captured by the union should admit 
these conlradictions and Resign, M. B. 
STUDENTS 
DO YOUR MENDING 
WHILE YOUR CLOTHES 
ARE WASHING 
TARINGA SPEED QUEEN 
LAUNDROMAT 
186 MogglU Rd. 
OFFERS THESE SERVICES 
Every Sunday 
9 a. m, - lp. no. 
You May: 
(1) Have the use of a 
sewing macMne. " 
(2) hen 
At a cost of 40c per h£ 
enquiries PHONE:446292 
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AN INTERVIEW V I^TH 
BILL 
ABRAHAMS 
^ r 
BILL ABRAHAMS is a Divinity 
student, active in the Student 
Christian Movement. He has been 
a Qld. delegate to national 
conferences of that organizat-
ion. After acting as Hon.Sec. 
under Abernathy, he was elect-
ed as a moderate without much 
opposition. 
I How did you react to Lewin's Resignation? 
like everybody else 1 was surprised and confused 
at first. Now, I tiiink that in many ways it is probably 
a good thing for" the Unioa After all nine 
days ago Matt EngUsh and mvself were calUng for 
his removal as President. I oeUeve now that 
the Union may be able to make the improvements 
that were promised In the Elections last year. 
\ Vv^iU the large number of Resignations be a problem? 
On the contrary, many of tiie people who have 
resigned have dcaie so because they were no longer 
eU^ble for the positions they hekC That happens 
every year, The others include some people who 
have given up trying. Running the Union 
is a difficult task; to run it well takes a heU of a 
lot of shit work. I think that many of tiie people 
stiU on Council are prepared to do this, and it 
might be that there will be fewer distractions. 
I Then you see thas as a hopeful sign? 
Yes, I feel that now the people who have done 
a lot already in difficult ciicumstances wiU be 
able to do a lot more with less frustration. Many 
people including The AustraUan seemed to think 
the Union had nrtuaUy coliapsea. I can say 
with every confidence that there stiU are 
plenty of people to lead the Union - there is no crisis, 
\ Is Lewin justified in alleging problems within the 
' Union are caused by so called radicals students? 
Some problems are obviously radicals and whatnot 
I think we have got to be fair thcught, obviously 
tile hard Une radicals have different ideas from 
mine and therefore I might say that they are a 
problem. On the olher hand tiiey were elected 
on a mandate in a similar way to I and we have to 
leam to work together. The oiggest problem in my 
mind is tiie fact that people wifl not try to work 
tojpther. For example, one person will brand 
himself a radical and therefore cannot talk to so 
and so because he's not and he'll rely entirely on 
having the numbers on council rather than on discussing \ 
their opinions with each other and finding peiliaps a 
common concensus which is even better than 
either sides original idea. 
I But where does Lewin fit into this? 
WeU Lewin fits Into It in that he was not prepared 
to co-operate with either myself or with Matt 
English whereas as we said on Council when we were 
asWng him to be dismissed, someone like John 
Olsen who is no less a radical certainly has worked 
with us, 
I Lewin maintains he has tended his resignation to 
show students how serious the situation in the i 
Union Is, Do you think this is what he has in mind ' 
or is it merely a political maneouvre ofi his part? 
WeU obviously anyone's resignation is a poUtical 
maneouvre. If he says and he has said that he's 
resigned so that he can draw student's attention to 
the seriousness of the problem well I'm prepared to 
believe this, I don't think his lesigrung was very 
constructive way of going about fiiis he could nave 
held student meetings and complained about things 
himself without having to resign. But, he has 
resigned to make his protest and we.wiU 
Usten to his criticisms today with much interest or at 
least I wia 
\ Do you thing Lewin Is using left-wing elements ' 
' as a scapegoat for his mismana^ment? 
He midit be in part, I tiiink that Lewin has found it 
difficuu to mn the place with a firm hand, because the 
radicals support for liim has been on the basis that 
he does what they want and this means it's been 
virtuaUy impossiole for him when he disagrees with 
them to force them to accede to his opinion. On the 
oflier hand I tiiink that some of the problems are 
undoubtedly of Lewin's making himself in that I 
don't think'that he's, been efficient, as a manager. 
|can you be specific about this? 
Well he finds it difficult to make decisions, to 
communicate with the righl people and to 
stick by them. If I can quote one example, 
on Careers day where he made a decision and tiien 
didn't teU anybody else that the Union was 
going to be catering for tiiis particular function 
and just expected people would ]<now and 
that was one administrative matter where he just 
showed that he was not capable of looking after 
it. 
k And have there been many of these sort of 
'incidents? 
Yes, I suppose if I thought about it for a while 
1 could Ust them point by point, but, I dwi't 
see any real benefit in tni.': I think what 1 
said first of aU is the main thing, that Lewin's 
support from the radicals has been very conditional 
which has made it difficult for hira to be 
decisive and this has made it very difficult 
then for him to give the sort of lead which I think 
the president should give to the Council and to the 
day to day operation of the place. 
kDo you think the office of Union President should 
'be retained at aU. ? 
Yes, I do. I don't see how you can run an 
institution as large as this without a President 
the only other altemative is a Union Manager 
who is not elected and who will become very 
powerful 1 would much prefer that the 
chief executive officer ofthis place was an 
elected student and If he is going to reaUy be the 
person who has his finger rips on everything he 
must be fuU time, so mere must be a president, yes. 
BRUCE 
SHAW: 
In his much pubUclzed passing out. Lew Blazevich 
accused "raaicals" on tfnion Council of gross irrespon-
sibiUty . These accusations should be crearly recognized 
for the red herrings they are. 
Idon't beUeve that most students would seriously contend 
that Union Councillon shouW be totally excluaed from 
applying for casual jobs within tiie Union, provided they 
apply on the same basis as other students. I myself 
apphed for a position in the Co-op. store (which I had 
helped estabUsh). I needed the joo. 
Nevertheless, when the job selection committee met to 
consider appUcations, my erstwhile friend Mr. Blazevich 
(who has tnis year sent mc mall signed "Yours in soclaUst 
stmggle") announced that It was his opinion that I should 
not even be considered., simply because I was a councillor. 
That would be "jobs fot the boys". He considered it 
irrelevant that I had no other means of income, that I 
nevertheless wished to remain a student, and that I 
couldn't earn more than $20 per week anyway (the tax-
free limit.) 
Doubtless he also considered it irrelevant that he himself 
had been trying to lobby support to have his own salary ^  
raised from $58 to $70 per week. Perhaps slgniflcantly, 
be didn't get my support on that As well, Cevrin no 
doubt haa a good reason for not Informing me in any 
way of his decision I found this out one week ago. I 
finally got the job when extra staff were requIreOt 
Ahy of & people on the Selection Committee can 
substantiate this. I have also been assured that all other jobs which have been aUocated were done so cm a 
fair and impartial basis. Tbe Executive has estabUsbed 
an Investigatonr committee of 8, including only 2 
radicals, to hiUy investigate tiie many allegations made 
by and about tbe ex-president. 
Tlie personalanimoslty and hatred was not solely dlr-
ectea against Lewla It was reciprocated In fiill It 
also involved right-wingers mae than leftists. The atmos-
phere for several montiis was one of complete non-co-
operation between Blazevich, the self styled moderate 
martyr, and the other 2 top elected union officials, 
Engusb and Abrahams^  whom Lewhi despised as "tight 
wIngEts", The inability to get many tilings done while 
the moderates" feudea caused much of the frastration 
felt by the left As for tbe staff dismissals, tbey were 
all supported by the piesident, 
ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE LEFT COUNCIL 
Students should not be conned into beUeving that "tiie 
left" has proved Itself hopelessly incapable of running 
CLEAVERING UP A RED HERRING 
what the right wing (who all, somehow, claim to be 
"responsible moderates") wish to perpetuate. 
the unioa We have achieved a great deal The 
co-operative is tEe^bvIous example^ The reception 
It has found has proved that we, tiie "radicals" (read 
"irresponslbles") were justified in forcing it tiirough, 
against opposition from the right wing "moderate?*. 
The quality of food and service In the Refec. have been 
year is almost unanimously regarded 
for years. U. Q. U. is once again regarded seriously 
on the national level in AUS. Union activities comm-
enced on an unbeUevably high level (e. g. Roxy's), 
and have only waned because of Harpo's Involvement 
in preparations for the AUS Aquarius Festival at 
I Nimbin fixjm May 12-21. Other committees such as 
Women's Rights and Education continue to operate 
effectively fn their own areas, and Social Action 
C'tee is sponsoring speakers, particularly on the 
issue of French nuclear tests In the Pacific. 
WHITHER THE UNION NOW? 
The hassles witiiin the Union Council do NOT 
discredit restructure - they emphasize tbe need for it. 
The main problem can be isolated as frustration with 
an Incredibly top-heavy bureaucratic structure which 
the Council elected last year had a clear mandate to 
change. 
The trouble is, reforms under tbe present constitution 
of the Union move vety slowly. Although elected in 
July, tiie "radical" 62nd Union Council did not take 
office until December 1st Tbe earliest we cjjuld call 
a referendum on restructure was this tena This was 
planned for tiie week cominencing April 30th. 
Meanwhile, we were expected to administer a right-
wing -style bureaucratic stmcture which had obviously 
failed last year. T& It any wonder some people have 
quit in disgust? ' 
The strength of the concept of resdiicture Is that while 
itj leaves overaU financial decisions and co-oidlnation 
in centraUzed, and more directly democratic, control, 
it vests responsibiUty for services and actions In specific 
areas with tiie people interested In those areas. 
Under restructure, for example, the siudents elected to 
mn union cultural activities would not have to keep 
running back to the bureaucrats for permission to spend 
money they have already been allocated on functions 
alreaay approved. Similarly for any other area of 
activltyi This is the present farcical situatioa This Is 
REFERENDUM OFF, BYE ELECTIONS ON 
All that we said last year about the InabiUty of the 
present system to serve students' needs and interests 
remains trae. The Union will quickly sUde back into 
the depths of lastyear unless the faith in, and mandate 
for, radical restiucmre is reaffirmed. 
Students should stop and think' about the achievements 
and possibiUtles for a tmly better union before they 
sacrifice these to the false hopes and promises of 
"responsible moderates", who have always used the 
union as a stepping stone for their own personal careen. 
At least the radical left are more inierested in ideas and 
poUcies than petsonal gain and advancement Do we 
really want more "responsible moderates", or even the 
1973 version, "responsible left of centre moderates", 
who amount to the same. Much less the ever-hopefiil 
D. L, P. "moderates". I don't think the union could 
siirvive more of them. 
GENERAL MEETING OF THE CAMPUS I£FT THIS THURS 
TO CONSUDER THE FUTURE OF UNION RESTRUCTURE 
If you agree, particularly If you supported the restmc-
ture campaign last, or ii you are a new student, come 
to this cmcial meeting on Thursday 19tii April, a*"l- lopm 
either the Mixed Common Room on tbe bottom fioor 
of die Relaxation Block, or the Green Room at the 
back of the Music Room under the SchoneU Theatre. 
There wIU be notices up stating tiie correct venue. 
The principle bushiess will be the endorsement of a 
presidential candidate on a poUcy reaffirming the need 
for quick restmcture of the union along more demo-
cratic Unes, We wiU also need to field candidates for 
the many faculty posIti<xis vacant, and for the veiy 
important position of Chairman of Union House C'tee. 
RESTRUCTURE 
. MUST 
CONTINUE 
BRUCE SHAW 
A. U, S. SECRETARY AND EXECUTIVE MEMBER 
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NORTHERN IRELAND 
AND THE UNKNOWN 
PROTESTANTS 
JOHN WILKINSON 
PROTESTANTS - The chances of a workers' 
revolution tn Ulster. 
In AustraUa, at this time of writing, it is slill 
true to say tiiat there arc two levels of 
consciousness when it comes to the issues of 
Northern Ireland: the flm, unfortunately that 
of mosl people, continues to see the proolem 
there in terms of the typical media image of an 
unfortunate situation where demented religious 
groups still strive for each other's hquidation-
wlth the Initially expressed sympathies for the 
CathoUc underdog still around but increasingly 
obscured. The second group, usually composed 
of liberals and radicals informing themselves 
through media in keeping with their outlook, 
know that that the real basis of Northern 
Ireland's problems is a socio-economic one; 
that tiie l^otestani who tries to be one up on 
his CathoUc neighbour is often as badly off, 
economically; tnat even if discrimination is 
wiped out it only entitles most CathoUcs 
to the same rough and ready existence as most 
Protestants have. But here the complexities 
slart to arise. 
Covered Centred Coverage of Ulster 
Because it was the CathoUcs who bad suffered 
discrimination, because it was the CathoUc 
civil rights groups that started the agitation 
and because the CathoUc movements Inlt ially 
encountered such severe repression, nearly all 
analyses of what has happened, and is happening, 
in Ulster is centred around the CathoUcs, In 
particular, as it was Bernadette DevUn who, 
despite Very vicious treatment from the 
British and the B-specials, slill maintshied 
that she was not against l^otestant working 
people themselves but against the Protestant 
elite supported by England, the liberal-socialists 
in Ireland were seen as coming from the ranks 
of the CathoUcs. Commentators such as 
Eamonn McCann have only tended to reinforce 
this notion that il is only the CathoUcs in Eire 
who are open to radical social ideas. Authorit-
ative magazines such as Time Out, the leading 
Briiish alternative weekly which has had some 
of tlie besi press coverage on Ulster, have also 
bolstered this impression. Allhough il is 
known that several Protestant trade Unions have 
been vety militant, it is usually taken lhat the 
main preoccupation of working class Protestants 
is still the maintenance of their superior 
position over their CathoUc counterparts.. As an 
arlicle in Time Oul once admitted the usual 
Uberal's view of an Ulster Protestant is quite 
disasterous. When it comes to looking at the 
three main armed groups in Northern Ireland 
this Is especially so. 
The Armed Groups of Northern Ireland: (1) 
ThelRAinthe~Sixtier^ 
At present there are three imponant armed 
groupings there : the Official wing of the 
IRA, the Provisional wing of the IRA and the 
Ulster Defence Association. In addition there 
are peripheral groups such as Soar Eire which robs 
banks to fund the IRA's activities, and the 
Ulster Volunteer Force which is the Protestant 
equivalent Chit of these it is probably the 
Official IRA who caught most attention from 
Uberals and radicals as their poUtical thinking 
and action is by far the most progressive. The 
Officials' program is, in many respects, the 
resull of wnat Mao might term an extensive 
period of self-criticism on the part of Caihal 
Goulding, now head of the Officials, after 
being arrested In an arms raid in England over 
a decade ago. Oddly both he and Sean 
MacSiiophan, formerly head of the Provisionak 
were in the same raid, both spent some years 
in prison for it, and what happened to them 
in that period is veiy much indicative of the 
course of the IRA iiself. Macstiophan simply 
turned yery bitter ahd devoted himself to 
learning GaeUc, whereas Goulding spent his 
time trying to understand why the IRA had 
had so little response from the CathoUcs in 
Ulster, particularly in the border campaign of, 
1960. Goulding reached the obvious conclusion 
tiiat the IRA had not been getting into the basic 
social issues that mattered to people. When 
the IRA became active again, around 1967, 
under Goulding's leadership, it involved Itself 
it actions such as rent strikes in the South, 
and in the North helped to set up the Northern 
Ireland Civil Rights Association (NIGRA) which 
began the initial agitation for CathoUc civil 
tignts in Ulster, The broad alms of the 
IRA of the late 60s were based on the ideas 
of James ConnoUy, the greal Irish revolutionary 
who died In the uprising of 1916 and who had worked 
for a uniled socialist Ireland for aU Irish, Catholic 
or Protestant or whatever. Uke Connolly and the 
others of 1916, tiie leadership ofthe IRA sought to 
unite CathoUc and Protestant workers in a 
revolutionary aUiance. However, as any analysis 
showed lhat an armed insurrection would be 
unlikely to succeed, the IRA decided lo work 
through peaceful ways. According to tlie 
Britisti Sunday Times 'Insight' team, in liicir 
Penguin book on Ulster, the ll^ A, fay 1970, had 
solo all their arms to the Welsh Liberation Army 
whosubsequently had them Uftedby the Britisli 
special branch. 
(2) The RJRht-Wing OriRins of the Provisional lijA 
When one pursues this Une of analysis however 
one tends to get too caught up in the objectively 
worked out reasoning lhal says that reUgion is not 
an important factor. It is unfortunately true 
however that the frustations of the people in Ulster 
are expressed ihrough religious identifications. 
Protestants, anxious to keep their means of livelihood 
in an environment that gives them hardly any more 
than just a Uving wage, do their best to fencf off 
ihe CathoUcs who they feel, through geiting equal 
opportunities In employment, may take their jobs 
from tiiem. A CathoUc out of work, or a CathoUc 
getting the usual weekly wage in Ulster blames his 
existence on the Protestants. When the soldiers^ 
come around and takeyoungSean away 'to help 
them in dieir enquirier and he returns with a 
battered face and broken bones (as the Insight 
book shows with undeniable proof) you know that 
it's the Protestants and their backets tiie British 
army that are to blame. This situation is 
undoubtedly helped along by the traditionaUy 
conservative nature of Ulster Protestants and by 
the CathoUc clergy there who, ihrough pushing 
the worst kind of dogged brand of hisn Calhol icism 
in the schools and churches, actively help lo main-
tain the sectarianism lhat plagues Ulster. In this 
kind of aimosphere the IRA was going to find it an 
uphill job. Although they had some initial successes 
with their rent strikes and with their fish-ins in the 
South (because of the high cost of fishing Ucences 
in the South most farmers cannot fish in the rivers 
lhal ran by their farms), the Protestants in the , 
North remained vety waty of the IRA's prograni and 
the CathoUcs, with Irish clergy breathing warnings 
of a communist IRA down their necks, were also 
suspicious. The sales of the United Irishman 
(the IRA paper), although often beautiful lo read -
from die-point of view of any leftie, dropped from 
100,000 to 14,000. The cwnch was to come in the 
ttoubles in Belfast in late 1969 and early 1970. 
The Insight team's book suggests that the spUi 
in the IRA occurred when the CathoUc commun-
ities in Belfast found themselves besieged by Pro-
testants intent on caitying out, as they saw it, some 
kind of pogrom. The Insight team draw out some 
fairly good arguments to show that no siich pogrom 
was ever intended, but the point is, as they'admit 
that the CathoUcs thought the Protestants had a 
pogrom in mind and at the time the traditional 
protectors, the IRA, were without weapons and still 
talking of irying to work with the Protestants. This 
siniation played into the hands of people inside and 
outside the IRA. Old IRA hands who had been used 
to a fairly simple united Ireland approach to the 
struggle, with a kind of assumed undersianding of 
a United CathoUc Ireland in the background, had 
never laken kindly to the new direclion that tiie 
IRA had embarkea on but had still grudgingly gone 
along. Now this group had the righl opportunity 
to belabor the leadersnip and claim tiial it had 
sat back in DubUn theorizing when CathoUcs In 
tiie North were left undefended. This wasnot^ 
essentially tme but its superficiaUty was likely 
to appeal in a situation of superftc ially emotive 
reactions to events. 
Secondly this afforded the right-wing in Eire 
a chance lo tty and direct the movemeni In the 
North along a more desired path. After all, 
Bernadette DevUn's Peoples Democracy group 
had beeli gaining a good deal of support mr 
its non-seciarian sociaUsi platform and the IRA 
had gone the same way. Two ministers in 
Jack Lynch's governmeni in the Soulh-Blaney and 
Haughey - arranged for a shipment of arms from 
Europe and after consultations with the dissidents 
in the IRA helped to set up the Provisional 
army Council of the IRA under Goulding's 
old prison mate Scan MacSiiophan, subsequen-
tly to be known as the Provisional IRA, 
Sinn Fein, the party of the IRA, also split. 
Both the leadership of the IRA and the dissidents 
called tiiemselves the IRA and Goulding called 
' his half of tiie IRA tiie Official IRA and tried 
to continue as before. However this was nol 
to be. 
Because the Proves were back on the old head-
trlpplng of a Unijed Ireland pure and simple 
(they did have some vague social democrat 
poUtical aims but these remained secondary 
to the object of national unity) people were 
less imponant in their program and they wenl 
into the use of widespread violence that 
Goulding and the Ctfflclals were to savagely 
attack The Provos Insisted on retaliatory 
measures, such as blowing up pubs, In return 
for each Protestant attack and eventually 
began to conduct their part of the struggle on 
exactly the Unes that Goulding had most tried 
to avoid: CathoUcs againsi Protestants. 
When the troubles were at their worst, during 
1970 and 1971, the Officials joined the Provos 
In armed struggle against the Btlttsh army, 
but Insisted tliat they were only fighting the 
army as the active protector of the Protestant 
mUng eUte in Ulster and, far from wanting 
. to take on working class Pfotestants they 
wanted to join with tiiem to estabUsh a 
sociaUst Ulster. The Provos, tended to see 
all Protestants (and the army, as well, 
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of course) as the enemy and as their 
popularity grew, their line being easier to 
understand and their violence appealing to 
the yaungsters, so the plans of the Officials 
slowly, and quite literally, began lo go up 
in smoke. 
Throughout 1971 and 1972 whal in-depth 
coverage there was on Ulster (and this apart 
from good articles in the Sunday Times, was 
usually in the Uberal and radical press) tended 
solely to cover the activities of the two wings 
of the IRA and, by doing so, followed the 
basic attitude of the Provos lowards the Ulster 
Protestants. The radical press in England, 
including magazines such as Time Oat 
which is read by about 100,000 people, 
tended to throw their hands up In despair 
when it came to the subject of the Prods, 
They were regarded at best as dumb, and 
at worst as just plain nasty and mean. 
British and European radical analysis has, 
in fact, been so superficial that it looks on 
anyone who wants lo gel the army oul of 
Ulster as a kind of national Uberation force 
and since the Officials declared their cease-
fire in May 1972 the radicals in Europe are 
increasingly looking on the Provos as a kind 
of Northern Ireland NLFj and there is no 
doubt lhat this army and the whole policy 
of internment has caused a good deal of 
human misery in Belfast ana elsewhere, but the 
army is essentially a side issue and a analysis 
of what would happen if the army left shows 
how insane the Provos strategy is. If a 
Provisional IRA campaign did manage to get 
the army out of Ulster tney would never win 
a campaign to reunite the province with the 
South as the Ulster Protestants are so violently 
against il that they would use arms to put 
down any campaign for unity that the 
Provisionals fnight launch. When it comes 
to numbers the Provos have about 250-500 
guerillas on active service and in the case 
of civil war in Northern heland could raise 
a force of about 20,000 whereas tiie 
Protestants could raise a force of between 
50,000 to 100,000. As many CathoUcs 
privately admit, there is a good chance many 
of them would be slaughtered in a Civil War 
in Ulster. In addition, despite the frantic 
attempts of the Provos to recoup the loss of 
large numbers of arms Ufted by the army (the 
latest gun-ranning from Libya being part of 
that effort) the arms ratio still seems to favor 
the Protestants who have an estimated 100,000 
guns on Ucences alone. Obviously, getting 
the army out of Ulster really achieves nothing. 
The real work still lies with achieving a unity 
of the Protestant and CathoUc working class: the 
only achievement of the Provos has been to help 
bring about tiie birtii of tiie UDA 
(3) The UDA 
Altiiough tiiousands of Protestants in Ulster 
have guns, and although there had always been 
sporadic organization of armed groups to 
tenorize CathoUcs, it was tiie extensive camp-
aign of violence that the Provos launched lhat 
brought about the coalescence of armed Ulster 
Protestants known as the Ulster Defence Associat-
ioa Originally the UDA was formed to defend 
Protestant streets from Provo sniper attacks and 
UDA men regularly patroUed with the army. 
ItjCAO also be said lhat, initially, the UDA 
was also set up to preserve Ptotesianl supremacy 
in Ulster and also nid within ils ranks many 
assassins of CathoUc civiUans. But the simple 
fact lhat the UDA went on patrol witii the 
British aimy - the armed backets of the 
Protestant ruUng eUte - rendered it anathema 
lo the British radical press who never wenl into 
it closely and simply dismissed the UDA as a fascist 
organization. The general impression of the UDA 
remlaned at that level until Dave Fogel, a former 
commander in the UDA on the run from the UDA's 
right wing, gave two interviews to the british 
Sunday times which were published on January 28 
and Fcbriraty 4 of this year. Although Fogel's 
interviews revealed that the right wing ofihe UDA 
which was probably in the ascendency at the 
bogiiining, was now laking charge again in the 
UDA, they also showed that there were others in 
the organization such as Fo^l, himself, 
commander of the Woodvale section, and Ernie 
ElUot, his number two, who were trying to lake 
the UDA in a different direction 
Fogel, like most olhers in the UDA, Uved in 
one of the typically nlity-grilty working class 
areas in Belfast. He was a m schlnist in an 
engineering factory and the house he moved into 
after he got married Is a good example of 
conditions in those places: The parlour was front 
room leading stralglii off the street, with the 
scuUcty at the bacK, two bedrooms upstairs and 
outside lavatory. No bathroom • for that we had 
to go around to the mother-in-law's.* 
While the UDA started just as organized a response 
to the Provos, because ofthe origins of most of 
the people involved, the talk, at least in Fogel's 
section, moved on to other things. "Increaslnsly 
inWeedvalc. ihough" says Fogel, "we also talked 
about politics. We felt let down by the Unionists. 
We didn't \/ant those middle-class smarty-panis 
poncing down our streets once evety five years 
asking Tor our vote and then never oothering to 
come again until the next election. " The 
poUtical aims thai arose were not very well 
developed and lacked the deplh of analysis of, 
say, the Official IRA but it shows some basic, grass-
roots understanding of the situation. Fogel ana 
others tried to get together with tiie estabUshed 
poUtidans in Ulster but of course got nowhere. 
As Fogel relates, "This left us by ourselves. 
We had a one day meeting at the Girton Lodge • 
Hotel in East Belfast to try and sort out a poucy. 
We produced a charter which stressed things like 
the need for new industries and new housing as well 
as the demand to be part of Great Britain for all 
time. But nolhing was done to press home tiiese 
points. I had talks with Bill Boyd, who used to be a 
Labor MP at Stormont'! 
Fogel and ElUott aclually involved themselves 
in various smaU community in Woodvale and 
began to realize the tmth of what tiie officials 
had been saying - that tiling In Belfast were the 
same for botii CathoUc and Protestant Says 
Fogel, "The lack of amenities in the Woodvale 
area Is scandalous. Hugh Smyth (Belfast City 
Councillor), Ernie ElUott and I saw a Corporation 
official a few months ago and warned him tiiat we 
would start passive resistance, Uke stopping iraffic, 
if Ihings didn't get belter. As a result the pavements 
outside the bombed buildings were tarmacked and 
street Ughting improved. Here again, we know it 
is just as bad in the CathoUc working class areas, " 
But the most significani thing that Focel says is 
tbat'Cathal Goulding ofthe Official iRA got in 
touch wilh us but Jim Anderson (Chairman of the 
UDAl turned him down. I hope lhat some day 
we'll get together because both organLsations have 
the working class at heart'! Is it possible that the 
Officials poUcy may pay off, 
THE POSSIBILITIES 
There were others like Fogel, and even a good 
deal more radical than he, in his section -
people like Ernie ElUott: "Ernie had helped me 
train the Woodvale men, he had been our 
Press Officer, he had been the man who had 
always encouraged me to thing In terms of 
poUiics. When I first met him", says Fogel, 
*I was a Conservative bul he made me more 
Left-wing, He used lo walk round Woodvale 
with Che Guevara books stuffed in his pockets'! 
Bul, as with IRA, the right-wing is back in 
the ascendancy. Over decern her 1972 
and Januaty 1973 when there was a vicious 
outbreak of sectarian murders, Tommy Herron, 
vice-chairman of the UDA, made an announce-
-menl ai the onset of the assassinations to the 
effeci that the UDA would deal with any 
Protestant assassin it found. For some oays the 
murders stopped, but in the meantime the 
right-wing in the UDA used this announcement 
oiHenon s to mark him as a Catholic 
sympathizer. Herron, to keep his position 
in the UDA recanted, using the excuse that 
as the Provos were embarking on a new wave 
of assassinations (which was untrue) the UDA 
would have to give up Its offer to acl as 
poUceman, Unfortunately, when Protestants 
started murdering CathoUcs again, almost as 
soon as Herron had said this, flie Provos 
started assassinating Protestanls on a tit-foi-
tat basis which only helped to strengthen the 
hand ofihe right-wingers in the UDA against 
the 'moderates'.In fact this putsch within 
the UDA was heralded by the murder, in 
December'72, of Ernie Elliott. As Elliott 
was a UDA man,suspIcion was naturally 
Initially placed on the Provisionals, but as 
the provos vigorously denied ll (they usually 
admit deeds tney are responsible for) and 
as ElUott was the first round in a stmggle 
by tiie rl ght for leadership of the UDA. 
1^0 second round was the action taken against 
Henon (who was more or less threatened with 
the same fate as ElUott), iand the ihfrd round 
came when in January of thlsyear the right-
wingers, under the leidership of Charles 
Harding Smith, hauled Fogel lip on the usual 
charge of 'mismanaging' the affairs of his 
sectloa He was reUeved of his post and, 
although no furiher action was laKen, Fogel . 
could read the signs and spUl to England. 
So all indications appear grim at the moment, 
wilh the two main protagonists (apart from the 
army), the UDA and the Provisional IRA, 
intent on fighting as CathoUcs versus 
Protestanls. But there have been signs over 
March of this year that the people of Ulster 
are getting somewhat weary of the Provos 
and the UDA Protest demonstrations 
organized by both organizations have drawn 
noticeably smaU numbers of people. Given 
lhal people Uke Fogel and Elliott existed, 
there must be other Protestants like them; 
ones who, Uke Fogel, still think tiiat it would 
be a good thing for groups Uke the UDA and 
the Officials to get together. However, 
because the CathoUc side of affairs in Ulster 
have captured the attention of most radicals 
and activists in Brilain, Europe and elsewhere 
there are vety few supporl groups around to 
help bring this to fruition Howeveir, if the 
problems about unity with the Soulh can be 
overcome, there may be even better chances 
for CathoUcs and Protestants lo come together. 
After all, even if Britain did bring about the 
unification of Ulster with the South in, say, 
three to Hve years, there is Uttle Ukelihood 
that any of the Proves' social democrat aims 
would be implemented by an Eire governmeni 
under either of the two main parties. The 
Official IRA has already tacitly accepted 
the existence of the border as it acknowledges 
that very Uttle will be achieved by getting rid 
of it just now. Furthermore, once unity with 
the South is dropped from conservations wiih 
Protestants, they become a lot more wilUng 
to talk about real Issues. Fogel says in the 
Sunday Times interviews, that 'My men will 
be surprised to hear lhat the late Ernie ElUott 
and'I were engaged in talks with Two Nations, 
That is the only Marxist-group lhat recognizes,, 
Ulster, It wants the CathoUcs to come out 
categorically for the continuation ofthe border. 
It's tnis which keeps the CathoUc and 
Protestant working class apart. Once the 
Prods lose their fear of Dublin then the way 
is open to a united working class'. As 
disillusionment with presenl sectarian strife grows, 
and as national unity comes to have even less of 
a hold on the minds of Ulster CathoUcs than it 
did before, there is a good chance that the 
dialogue between CathoUc and Protestant working 
class groups may grow. If it does, the ne'* 
five to len years may see the birth of a truly 
united working class movement in Ulster. And If 
that movemeni finally identifies its enemies 
correctly their guns may no longer be turned against 
each other but against the Ulster niUng elite supported 
by Britain. 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ARMED GROUPS 
Finally, why attach such importance, in regard 
to the emergence of a workers' movement, to the 
armed groups of Ulster and not to the established 
poUtical outlets such as the Unionist Party, In the 
case of tiie Protestants, and the Social Democrats 
and Labor Party, In the case of the CathoUcs? The 
fact is thar, as far as the Protestant worken' are 
concerned, the Unionest Party operates in very much 
the same way as Its Conservative partner In the UK 
(the full title of the British party Is 'The Conservat-
ive and. Unionist.Party of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland') and does verv Uttle for Protestant working 
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people. The SDLP, for their part, have tended to 
act very much like a right-wing Briiish Labor Party 
and the CathoUcs lend nol too navei loo much faith 
in them. ^ 
But, more Imponant, the Official IRA, the 
Provisional IRA ahd the UDA have actuaUy 
Ignored the esiabUshed channels and gone about 
grass-roots community affairs their own way. When 
Free Derry existed. In 1971 and 1972, the Officials 
in their area, set up community shops and made 
attempis to sociaUze, as far as possible, tbe 
economic arrangements that existed. In Belfast, 
when the Corporation no longer sent its buses up 
lo Andersons-town (one of the main PrOvo areas in 
West Belfast) because they were being used as 
barricades against the army and Protestant incursions, 
the local taxi drivers got together under the aegis 
of the Provo officers there and organized an 
alternative to the bus service - only charging as 
much as the bus serVice (20c up and 20c aown: 
10 p in English money). 
The Belfast Corporation's buses have been totally 
replaced by this people's bus service. And the 
UDA, as Fogel's interview shows, were starting 
lo get into some community work of their own. 
Indeed, because all three organizations are so 
close to working people they have to eet involved 
with their needs, and the people and those 
organizations are learning to work together to 
achieve things themselves - bypassing the traditlon-
Today's reading from Chairman Mao is concerned 
with revolutions and their nature. It largely 
speaks for iiself and points out just who are the 
people who support violence. 
A revolution is not a dinner party, or writing 
an essay, or painting a picture, or doing 
embroidery; it cannot be so refined, so 
leisurely and gentle, so temperate, kind, 
courteous, restrained and magnanimous. A 
revolution is an insurrection, an act of violence 
by which one class overthrows another. " 
(pp. 11-12, Quotations ftom Chairman Mao 
Tse tunc, Peking, 1972) 
If this IS the communist view of the class 
struggle, il is one which envisages repetitive 
acts of violence as each "class (whatever that 
is) continually tries to subjugate the other. It 
is not a very pleasant view to contemplate. 
'LEFT LEANERS' AND VIETNAM 
If Semper wants quote 'left leaners' concerning 
the Vietnam War (Semper, 2.4. 73, p 2), the 
Democratic Club is also quite wilUng to do so. 
Take the case of Mr. Gordon Btyant and cast 
your mind back to July, 1970. Mr. Bryant 
stated categorically that the North Vietnamese 
"were committing aggression in Cambodia as 
blatant as the Germans in Belgium in 1914 and 
1940", He added lhat he could "think of no 
reason why Cambodians should nol receive arms, 
since 50 per cent of the Cambodian army has 
none, He suggested lhat the A. L. P, should 
supporl a policy of "one man, one gun, plus 
communications and transport" for the 
Cambodians. 
Bryant further claimed tiiat the Lon Nol 
Government was "legal", 
These statements were part of a telegram sent 
10 A. L. P. parliamentarians from Hinom Penh, 
the Cambodian capital when Btyant was part of 
an AustraUan parUamenlary delegation to South-
East Asian nations. 
His credentials as a "left leaner" cannol be 
doubted for he has been associated with left-
wing causes for 20 years, and has participated in 
the 1970 May Vietnam moratorium. 
The significance of his statement is this: We know 
whal Carman aggression in 1940 was like. If it 
is accepted that the war in Cambodia was not a 
civil war, but was instigated by the North 
Vietnamese, it is next to Impossible to maintain 
that tiie Vieinam War was a civil war. The fact 
is lhat it was engineered from Norlh Vieinam 
AND TOLERANCE 
While on the subject ot left leaners, Guss 
Hall, one-time General Secretary of the 
Communisl Party of the U. 8. A. must not be 
omitted. His words: 
"I dream of the hour when the last 
congressman is strangled to death on the guts of 
the of the lasi preacher, and since the 
Christians seem lo Jove to sing about the blood, 
why not give them a Uttle of it. 
Slit the throats of their children and drag them 
over the mourners' bench and the pulpit 
and allow them lo drown in tiieir own blood, ^ 
and then see if they enjoy singing tiiese hymns. 
Immediately, it Is clear that Mr, Hall's chief 
virtue Is - wait for it - tolerance, ofthe 
beliefs of those he disagrees witii. 
While these quotes from Messrs. Btyant and HaU 
may not be as rhetorical and memorable as 
that from PrIme.Mlnlstet Olaf Palme (ofSemper) 
I think each is quite exquisite in making its 
point, - - ^ 
al organs of government fnal obvrously oo noflilrtg 
for chem. It Is because these organizations have 
such grass roots contact with the people that their 
evolution canies so much hope for Ulster, A tme 
coming togetiier of these groups will set tiie scene 
for the flist real changes in Northern Ireland , 
BEADING 
For those who want to do some background reading 
the following Is suggested: 
1. The Sunday Times' Insight Book on Ulster 
(in Penguin): fairly good general smff, but tends 
to ignore the real socio-economic points, 
(2) Back copies of tiie United hlshman - vety good 
stu ff (get the Uni Library to gel i t), 
(3) Bxk copies of the Sunday Times' ariilcles on 
Ulster (the one on the breakdown of the Provision-
als' ceasefire, last May, is excellent). 
(4) Back copies of Time Out - generally speaking 
some of the best coverage there is on Ulstei. The 
Uni libraty is getting itfmake sure it gets all the 
back copies - the issue on Free Derry is very good. 
(5) The writings of James Conolly- excellent. 
(6) Numerous other books, a plethora of which now 
exist in England: send to Colletts Bookshop in 
Charing Cross Rd, London, for a bookUst. 
(7) The Provos put out a newsheet in Belfast call-
ed An Phoblacht - might be worth checking out. 
(8) Do the UDA put anything out - don't know off 
hand, but they may do and it may be worth check-
ing out too. 
FRENCH NUCLEAR TESTS 
You might be aware of all the fuss the Prime 
Minister, Mr. Whitlam, and Dr. Cairns, 
are making over French atmospheric nuclear 
testing in tne Pacific. However, their 
opposition to these tests, on closer examination, 
is found to be one-sided. 
In mid-March, Mr. Whitlam criticized the 
Chinese, as well as the French, for carrying 
out nuclear tests in the atmosphere. 
But then he claimed that there were "physical 
features" preventing the AustraUan government 
from protesting against the Chinese tests irt 
the World Court, as it proposes to do against 
the French tests. 
"The winds from the Chinese nuclear testing 
don't come within thousands of miles of 
AustraUa, " he told a press conference, " The 
windr from the French ones do. " 
Auslralian nuclear physicist, Sir Ernest Titterton, 
however, pointed out that Mr. Whitlam had not 
attempted to distinguish between latitudinal 
and global fallout. 
"ShoiT- Uved radiation from the tests al Lop 
Nor in western China (the same distance from 
Australia as Mururqa. wherejhejrench tests 
are carried oat i. e. 4500 miles) did'not reach 
Australia," he said. "But long-lived radiation 
such as strontium 90 and caesium 137, covereo 
the whole of the globe. " 
Strontium 90, which is taken up by bone and 
can give rise to leukemia or other forms of 
cancer, has a half-Ufe of 28 years. Caesium 
137, which is taken up by muscle tissue, has 
a half-life of 33 years. 
The half-Ufe of a radio-isotope is the time 
required for half a quantity of the radio-isotope 
to decay or break down inlo a condition of 
stability. 
In additioni'It has been pointed out that all 
of the atomic weapons testing up to 1958 
increased the average dosage of radiation 
received as a resulted of fallout by only 0. 005 
roentgens per year, or an increase of 5 per 
cent above the normal background radiation 
dosage. This was the result of the explosion of 
about 100 megatons of nuclear weapons. 
Starting In 1961, however, the Russian 
atmospheric tests were of a much greater 
magnitude, with one bomb alone being the 
equivalent of 100 megatons. " (Dasmann, 
R. F. Environmental Conservation. (1968) p. 312) 
Which all adds up to the fact that, although the 
Prime Minislcr is geographically hopeless, he 
is ideologically spot on. 
(NOTE: The Democratic Club wishes to make 
it known lhat it Is opposed to ALL atmospheric 
Jesting of nuclear weapons.) 
ABORTION BILL 
In Federal ParUament, on 10th May, a bill 
to legalise aborlion on demand will be debated. 
Although this bill covers only Commonwealth 
Tenitories, it has a considerable Influence on 
Stale laws concerning abortion, especially 
where the matter of uniformity is concerned. 
If you beUeve that a law permitting abortion 
on demand denies the basic right to Ufe 
of an unborn child, you can write to your 
Federal parUamcntarian indicating the reason 
for your opposition and requestlnghlm to vote 
against any bill lo legalize abortion. .The 
address for all Queensland senators and M, P. 's 
is Commonwealth ParUament Offices, 
295 Ann Street, 
BRISBANE Q. 4000 
For further information on the Democratic 
Club, write to: 
P. 0. Box 95, 
ST. LUCIA 4087 
or contact Pat Byrne (President) 712677 
PAi Scanlan (Secretaty) 793873, 
[ TOwArdS a SeLF-mANaGed SoCIctY. 
TOWARDS HUMAN. LIBERATION NOT NATIONAL LIBERATION 
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At present political struggle In the 
world is characterised by a continual 
battie by the ruling classes of the 
corporate capitalist and state capitalist 
countries for.imperial power and 
influence. The working classes of 
these countries believe In and act for 
the ideology of their own nationalist 
capitalist development. Australian 
workers'join the Australian ruling 
class army to shoot Vietnamese 
, workers. 
/ / '\ 
' (^ All, these ruling classes support social 
vjxireaucracies in the exploited non-
industrial countries, all eager to gain 
imperial influence or control. The 
national liberation fronts tend to 
ally themselves with the nearer 
imperial powers, e.g, U,S,S,R., China, 
because it is the most powerful one, 
e,g. U.S.A., wiiich their main struggle 
is against. 
We have just recently seen the Stalinist 
orientated north Vietnamese Bolshevik 
party and the N.L.F. in the south win 
a major tactical victory in Vietnam 
in preparation for their totalitarian 
takeover. They have forced the U.S. 
to leave the military battlefield in that 
geographical region. So it seems clear 
that some form of state capitalist 
totalitarian regime is going to be set 
up rather than a totalitarian regime 
representing the interests of the 
international corporation bloc run by 
the U.S.A. 
We have seen recently in Australia the 
turnout by Bolsheviks, Liberals and 
Social democrats to welcome the 
arch bureaucrats of the North Viet-
namese regime. This is understandable-
their hierarchical concept of society 
is similar. We only found it disgusting 
when they talked about this being a 
manifestation in support of the 
Vietnamese workers. The interests of 
the Vietnamese workers (urban and 
rural) have nothing In common with 
the North Vietnam ruling elite or the 
South Vietnamese P.R.G, This article 
argues its case well enough on these 
po^nts-we do not need to repeat them 
in this preface. We simply affirm our 
resolve to support workers wherever 
they are struggling in the world for 
workers management of production 
through workers Council. The S.M.G. 
has always held to .tiiis policy since 
its formation in 1971. , 
Previous to its formation some of its 
present members tried to advance the 
same position and we remember clearly 
the role of the A.L.P, and CP.A. 
(Aaronites} groupings who prevented 
by thug tactics one of these comrades 
from outlining this policy at a mora-
torium rally in 1970. 
The policy remains the same-the best 
way to help our comrades in the cor-
porate capitalist countries, 
(e.g. France, Britain, U.S.A., Japan 
etc.) in the state capitalist e.g. 
(U.S.S.R., Czechoslovakia, Poland, 
China) etc. and in the exploited non-
industrial {e.g. Vietnam, Phillipines, 
Bolivia) etc. is to make the revolution 
here. This means fighting for self 
management of all the productive 
institutions of our society, of building 
workers councils as the agencies for 
the siezure of power by the Australian 
Working class and of extending tiiese 
workers Councils as the basis of a 
socialist humanist democracy. This 
remains the perspective of the S.M.G. 
workers and we believe we have been 
vindicated by our constant work for 
this in the institutions where we have 
influence and respect. 
We call on all those truly motivated by 
the need to build an international work-
ing class movement based on self manage-
ment politics to join us in their factories, 
schools, offices universities, teachers 
colleges, tertiary institutions etc. We ask 
you to review the debacle of the 
popular fronts such as the anti-vietnam 
war movement and make the urgent 
decision to fight like a libertarian 
communist and not like some one who is 
trying to uphold ruling class power of 
the one sort or another her or abroad. 
Self Management Group-
for a society based on 
workers councils. 
smg 
=!on liberation 
VARIOUS THEORIES have been put 
forward as to why the left, in advanced 
capitalist countries, should support 
national liberation struggles. 
The Communist parties, for example 
support such struggles because national-
ism in the Third World seems to 
collide with the interests of the U.S. 
National liberation is thus thought to 
'weaken' U.S. imperialism. They hope 
that Russia, which supports these 
movements ideologically and/or 
materially, will benefit. 
The Maoists follow a similar logic 
though after Nixon's visit to China, 
one suspects that Mao's 'anti-imperialist' 
zeal may be directed only against the 
Russian bureaucracy. Western CastroiW 
and 'progressive' liberals of all hues 
support such movements out of a 
sense of 'moral duty'. 
For these people, national liberatfon is 
a universal blessing which should be 
given to-or taken by-the 'leaders', of 
the Third World. One should add 
perhaps that these noble sentiments 
don't stop these same Castroites and 
liberals from supporting capitalist 
'leaders' like McGovern in the U.S.-
or calling for a return of the Labour 
Party in the next British elections. 
Trotskyist support for national 
liberation is a bit more sophisticated. 
It consists of grand (and banal) 
historical schemes. First, the national 
liberation movements should be 
supported 'unconditionally'-this is 
the communal bed of alt Trotskyists 
.(Mandel, Cliff, Healy, Ali, etc.). 
Whether the support is 'critical' or 
'uncritical' is another matter-and here 
Trotskyists part company and proceed 
to their respective rooms. 
But, someone may ask, why the 
support in the first place? The answer 
provided is ari example of historical 
scheme-making: U.S. Imperialism will 
^ . 'W#Wri ; . by-..»y,cl? mpve^^ents. 
Such a 'weakening' will impart another 
'transitional' twitch to the 'death 
agony of capitalism' which in-turn 'will 
foster other twitches . . . and so on. 
Like all mystifications. Trotskyism 
fails to give a coherent answer as to 
why especially since 1945, imperialism 
has been able to grant political 
independence to many ex-colonial 
countries a possibility that Lenin and 
Trotskv explicitly' denied. 
THE THEORY OF 'PERMANENT 
REVOLUTION' blinds Tortskyists to 
the realities of national liberation. 
They still consider that the bourgeoise, 
in the Third World, is incapable of 
fighting for 'national independence'. 
But they fail to grasp that the 'perm-
anent revolution', in Russia for example, 
both began and ended as a bourge&is 
revolution (in spite of the proletariat's 
alleged 'leading role' in the unfolding 
of the process). In" Russia, the bour-
geois stage (j .e. both February and 
October) very concretely ensured that 
there would be no future 'socialist' 
unfolding, The 'permanent revolution' 
carried out by tiie Bolsheviks only 
brought about a state-capitalist re-
organisation of the economy and social 
life. The 'solving' of the bourgeois tasks 
will destroy, as it did in Russia, all 
the autonomous rank and file organ-
isations of the working class (cduncils 
and factory committees). They become 
subordinates of the state, which Is the 
organism par excellence for carrying 
out belated' bourgeois revolutions. 
Any bureaucracy, given favourable 
conditions, can 'solve' the bourgeois 
tasks in the Third World. The 'perm-
anent revolution' doesn't need the 
working class, except as cannon fodder. 
The accumulation of capital, through 
expanded reproduction, is the basis of 
its bureaucratic power and whether 
the bureaucracy accumulates success-
fully or not is besides the point. In 
any case there has never been a 'fmre' 
capitalist country vrfiich has 'solved' 
all iu bourgeois, tasks. Even Britain still 
has a queen? 
cotit. over 
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TROTSKYIST SUPPORT for movemaitts 
of nationa I liberation, however 
'critical', is thus support for anotiier 
social group . . . and not for the 
workmg class or peasantry. Trotskyists 
present their support for the leader^  
ship of various national liberation 
movements as a 'tactic' which will 
allow them to gain cbntrol of the 
movement. In their mythology, the 
leaderships of such movements are 
incapable of carrying out the struggle 
for national independence. As we have 
seen this is nonsense, pure and simple: 
the Chinese, Cuban or North Vietnamese 
bureaucracies went 'all the way' in ex-
propriating western capitalists without 
an ounce of help from any of the 
Fourth Internationals. They also 
mercilessly slaughtered or imprisoned 
all Trotskyists in those countries. 
Insofar as Trotskyists babble about a 
'democratisation' of such regimes 
through 'political revolution', they are 
the reformists of state capital. 
Lenin's theory of imperialism, written 
in 1916, is usually quoted by all the 
trad left groups to sanction their 
support for national lil)eration. The 
theory holds that a Western 'labour 
aristocracy' has been created out of 
super-profits squeezed out of colonial 
countries. This is a bourgeois'concept 
because it places national factors above 
class analysis. Concepts such as 'pro-
letarian nations' versus 'imperialist 
nations' flow naturally from such an 
analysis-they were in fact peddled in 
the 30's by fascists. Nowadays, Gunder 
Frank with his theory of 'the develop-
ment of under-developmeht' and 
Emmanuel's 'unequal exchange' provide 
fresh examples of the bourgeois-leninist 
attitudes so deeply entrenched in the 
left, 
NATIONALISM 
A nation is a bourgeois reality: it is 
C'.,)it9lism with all its exploitation and. 
alienation parcelled out in aTsingle 
geographical unit. It doesn't matter 
'whether the nation is 'small', 'colonial', 
'semi-colonial' or 'non-imperialist'. 
All nationalisms are reactionary because 
they inevitably clash with class con-
sciousness and poison it With' chauvinism 
and racialism. The nationalist,sentiment 
in the advanced countries is reactionary, 
not only because it facilitates the 
plundering of the colonial workers and 
peasants but because it is a form of 
false consciousness which ideologically 
binds the western workers to 'their' 
ruling classes. Similarly, the 'national-
ism of the oppressed' is reactionary 
because it facilitates dass collaboration 
'anti-imperiatist' nascent bureaucracies. 
The Trotskyist myth that a successful 
national liberation will later unleash 
'the real class struggle' is false, as the 
examples of Ethiopia, North Vietnam, 
Mexico under Cardenas, and Brazil 
under Vargas bear out. it is a rational-
isation for the defence of new ruling 
classes in the process of formation. As 
historical evidence shows, those new 
cities usually become appendages of the 
already existing state capitalist bloc. 
To this degree Tortskyism is a variety 
of vicarious social patriotism. 
Any intelligent person can see that 
the fate of the advanced capitalist 
countries doesn't depend on the Third 
World's ability to cut off supplies of 
raw materials. The Third WorWs 
ruling classes will never get together 
to plan or practice an effective, boycott 
on a world scale. Furthermore, the 
U.S, and Western Europe are becoming 
It'ss dependent upon many of the 
products of the Third World. Add to 
that the falling prices for raw materials 
in the world market, the protectionist 
barriers in the advanced countries 
and one gets a picture of imminent 
barbarism in the Third World. Its 
bargaining position vis-a-vis the West 
weakens every year. Third Worldlsts 
shoi£(i/setiousl^ ponder about these 
tendencies. 
NATIONALISM LIBERATION 
STRUGGLES can be seen as attempts 
of sections of the native ruling classeis 
to appropriate a larger share of the 
value generated in 'their own' countries. 
Imperialist exploitation indeed generates 
this consciousness in the more 'educated' 
strata of the third World. These strate. 
tend to consider themselves as the 
repository of 'tiie Fatherland'. Needless 
to say, a worsening in the trade terms 
for raw materials in the Third World 
aggravates this situation. The growth 
of many national liberation movements 
in the past 25 years is a ma'nifestation 
of the imbalance existing in tha world 
market. The Third World countries 
plunge deeper into decay, famine, 
stagnation, political.corruption and 
nepotism. National rebellion may 
then be channelled into active politics 
by discontented army officers, priests, 
petty bureaucrats, intellectuals and 
(of course) angry diildren of the 
bourgeois and landlord classes. The 
grievances of the workers and peasants 
are real too (the atiove-mentioned 
wortiiies largely account for them), 
but the nationalist leaders can still hope 
to capture the imagination of the ex-
ploited. If this happens one sees the 
beginnings of a national liberation 
movement based explicitly on class 
collaboration, with all the reactionary 
implications this has for the exploited. 
They emerge out of the .frying pan of 
foreign exploitation into the fire of 
national despotism. 
For such regimes to survive against 
the open hostility of the Westecn 
capitalist bloc, or rts insfdious world 
market mechanisms, it is imperative 
'that the regimes become dependent 
on the state capitalist bloc (Russia 
and/or China). If this is not possible, 
an extremely precarious balancing act 
('neutralism') becomes the dominant 
facl of life (as shown by Egypt or 
India). Without massive assistance 
from the state capitalist bloc it is 
impossible for any such regime, even 
modestly to begin primitive accumu-
lation. The majority of the third World 
countries don't have the resources to 
start such a programme on their own. 
And even if they did, it could only be 
done (as any accumulation) through 
intensified exploitation, Higher con-
sumption levels and welfare programmes 
may temporarily hp established by these 
regimes. Those who can see no further 
than economistic steps to 'socialism' 
usually quote this to explain why 
Castro is 'better' than Batista or Mao 
'preferable' to Chijtng. Without dealing 
with the reactionary implications of 
such reformism at a national level, 
let's see how the argument works 
internationatiy. Castro supported the 
1968 Russian invasion of Czechoslovakia; 
Ho Chi Minh defended the Russian 
crushing'of the Hungarian revolatlpn 
oftSSjB and Mao supported Yahya 
Kfiari'J-genocide in. Bangia.Oeshv-Thus 
what is 'gained', at hoem is lost 
abroad. In the form of heaps "of 
corpses and massive political demoral-
isation. Does the trad left keep a(xount 
of such a reactionary balance'sheet? 
cont. next semper 
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A LOST PLANET...AND THERE IS NO SPARE • BY TOM HUNDLOE • CONTINUED FROM THE PREVIOUS SEMPER FLOREAT 
FURTHER EFFECTS OF RESOURCE DEPLETION 
So far I have been discussing one of the three 
"P"s - pollution. The other two are population and 
poverty, both of which are directly affected by 
resource depletion which I shall now consider. 
Let me commence by stating another truth: there 
is only so much of anything and no more. What in-
dustrial man does is take concentrated resources 
such as metals and fossil fuels, change them into 
all sorts of things - cars, cans, cannons - and 
scatter them around the earth as junk. To work in 
the opposite direction, to change diffuse resources 
into concentrated chunks would take very large 
amounts of energy, possibly more energy than these 
metals help generate either as fuels or as machines. 
TREATING THE 
SYMPTOMS 
The authors argue that pollution, because it 
can be seen, or smelt, or heard, is now 
recognised as a problem by most governments. 
What we are witnessing (in those countries 
where action is being taken) is an attempt to 
treat the symptom. What wc have is the 
setting-up of industries manufacturing 
anti-poUution devices. Car exhaust systems are 
made cleaner; so are smoke emitting factories; 
effuent is being treated before it reaches the 
streams. All these processes require energy and 
natural resources of some form or anothei. 
Here is the paradox. We live in a society (if not 
a world) where wealth ?nd well-being are 
measured by Gross National Product. The more 
costiy it is to overcome pollution the more 
G.N.P. grows. That is, if w:e produce something 
that really makes a mess of the air, the 
countryside and our health and have to spend a 
great deal of money in cleaning up this mess-we 
are considered better off than if we had never 
undertaken the initial, polluting production. 
Hyper-growth mania this has been called. Now 
if you £0 one step further; that is, pollute until 
It kills you, you can add the funeral expenses to 
the Gross National Product. That could be 
called terminal hyper'growth mania. 
So we have this growth mania and we are 
faced with a finite space into which to grow 
and a finite quantity of resources by which to 
grow. Two things have to happen - we have to 
stop growth in numbers and in the resources we 
use. Some would argue that we have to go back, 
both in population numbers and in resources 
and energy used. Quite possibly we will see a 
drastic reduction in our population - through 
famine, war or social disorder of unmanageable 
proportion.%. Some would argue this is the 
protuble result, -an eco-catastrophy. Nature 
would treat us as any' other animal which was 
unable or unwilling to control Its population 
and energy use. If one were a subsistance 
farmer and had no need for artlfical lighting, or 
heating, or air-conditioning, one would, I 
bcUeve, have a psychological advantage in 
coping wilh an cco-cataitrophy. Maybe the 
third world should welcome such a disaster. 
GETTING AWAY 
FROM IT ALL 
Being a super optimist, I believe population 
growth can be stopped, though our present 
numbers will be near to double by the time this 
is achieved. And just as importantly I believe 
growth mania can be dured. I believe it can be 
cured because I believe man by nature does not 
want the materialistic life he is now living. I 
believe all men aspire to the "good life". I 
readily admit that material possessions are 
commonly considered to be the means to this 
end, the good lifc.As a flfst approximation of 
what tho good Ufe means to the "average" 
Australian (for that matter what I am going to 
say could most probably be applied to the 
average American, Japanese or European) one 
,can look at how he spends those three or four 
weeks which htake the rest of the year 
worthwhUe, that is, his annual holidays. It 
appears to me that the average. Australian, 
spends his vacation swimming, surfing, fishing, 
skiing, bush-walking, lazing in the sun - all 
environmentally sound activities. Of course, he 
most probably has to get into that iron rat, the 
car, and bum irreplaceable fossil fuels to get to 
the environment in which he will partake of 
sensible and enjoyable activities. And of course 
he will overeat while he is doing these things. 
What is perplexing is that given the opportunity 
man "gets away from it aU" and in a certain 
sense lives the way of the romanticised 
south-sea islander; but man won't accept that 
he could live this away all year without having 
to spend 49 weeks of the year in the factory of 
the office going through the unending process 
of manufacturing quickly disinteigrating and 
unually quite unnecessary goods, Of course, the 
idyllic life of the south sea islander is to some 
extent a myth. They do work hard in gathering 
food and in protecting themselves from the 
elements. So would be the way of the "back to 
the earth" groups. But there certainly are gains 
in adopting this type of life style - health, 
tranquility. I do not overlook that before the 
industrial revolution, before the advent of 
modern technology, man died from man from 
many more incurable and ghastly diseases than 
he now does from. On the other hand with this 
revolution came what we sometimes called the 
diseases of civilisation - such things as 
influenza in its 200 odd forms. The industrial 
revolution ushered in incredibly bad working 
conditions and living standards. The technology 
that made this change in the mode of 
porduction possible also helped alleviate some 
of the problems it initially fostered. 1 wonder. 
Was it necessary to get on to the back of this 
tiger in the first place? 
SPENDING OUR 
RESOURCES 
Back to resource depletion. The problem as 
the authors of this book see it is: "We have 
inherited a fertile planet of fixed size from our 
parents, to pass on in turn to our children but 
instead of looking after it we are destroying it; 
we are not farming but mining, not harvesting a 
reasonable crop year after year but rushing to 
get all the possible yield for ourselves as quickly 
IS possible, and as for our children, let them 
inherit a desert. Instead of living on our 
interest, we are spending oun and our 
childien's capital; and by refusing to ask what it 
costs the earth, we aie speeding it very quickly 
indeed." This surely is the language, that 
ecoiwmists, accountants and busit^ etsmeii can 
understand. 
It does not matter much whose predictions 
we accept; all resources are Umited. For 
example, 20 yean from now given the rate at 
which we are increadng our demand for oil, we 
WiU need to discover every few months an 
oilfield the size of the North Slope of Alaska. 
Some scientists consider oU such a precious, 
basic raw material that we should not be 
burning it as fuel at aU; for instance, food can 
be made from oil. 
ECOLOGICAL MILITARISM 
Wars have already been fought over resource 
ownership, for example, the Congo. (It nemi 
to me that Vietnam is a far more complex 
case.) As minerals and fuels become 
increasingly scarce one of these things wUl 
happen: those countries rich in resources will 
ask and get more and more money for them; or 
the powerful italions will foicefuUy take these 
fuels from those that have them (limited wars); 
or a significant technological breakthrough will 
usher in new fuel sources (nuclear, solar, tidal) 
and the present economic fuels will cease to be 
so and therefoie left in the ground. 
What happens when we run out of copper -
one prediction is in 21 years - how do we 
make the wires and electrical machines which 
make industrial society possible? There is 
always the suggestion that there is an 
alternative. In this case there is one, aluminium. 
But it will run out in 30 to SO years, and as 
with most substitutes it is not as effective as 
copper. So what do we do? We recycle 
everything. But if we keep going the way we 
are, using more each year, the time will come 
recycUng notwithstanding when we want to use 
more than there is in the worid. 
CHEMICAL FARMING 
The problem of limited resources and 
energy extends beyond the area of industrial 
manufacturing. To feed our growing numbers 
we chemical farm; that is monoculture using 
great quantities of fertilizers and pesticides. In 
fact with monoculture increasing, amounts of 
both are needed as a dependence effect sets in 
- that is the crops require greater and greater 
amounts of fertiUzer, and more and more 
pesticides are needed to control immune pests. 
By chemical farming we are merely changing 
the eneigy of oU and coal into the eneigy of 
food crops. But often the food aop will give 
less eneigy than was added as machine-work 
and chemicals to make it grow. We try to force 
the divene patterns of nature out of their stable 
paths so as to produce a single crop faster and 
. on less land. This intensified farming means less 
and less farm workers are needed. We speak of 
the urban problem in AustraUa - our problems 
pale into Insignificance in relation to what I 
predict wiU happen when the urban drift 
accelerates in the under-developed worid (Being 
an optimist I refrain from using ErhUck's tenn 
"nevet-to«bfrd«veloped"; though I would hope 
these countries wUI not accept the aniuent 
world's definition of development.) How do 
mUUons of unemployed ex-farm workers 
pruchase the products ofthe Green Revolution. 
Possibly they will "buy" their foods with guns. 
THIRD WORLD 
NEO-SLAVES 
What does the peasant of Asia or Latin 
America think when he witnesses the U.S.A. 
with six percent of the world's population uting 
a third of the total worid energy? This is 
enough to give every American the equivalent 
of a 100 slaves, if this energy were converted 
into manpower. Slavery never ceased to exist, it 
Just changed Its form. The slave owners of 
yesteryear eie the exceti eneigy uiers of today. 
Could I caU thii neo-ilavery? 
ENERGY POLITICS 
Yet, maybe technology can provide us with 
aU the eneigy we need - aU of us that is, not 
only those of us who are presently using more 
than our share. Nuclear fusion could be the 
answer. It is in the words ofthe authors "fairly 
safe" and bums a fuel of which we have a 
thousand years supply. But instead of money 
being used for research into making this type of 
energy possible, money and time is being 
wasted on developing fast-breeders for the 
"dirty" fission reactors. The authors suggest 
that this decision was made by the men whose 
money and political power come from the 
fission industry. A familiar theme! 
Possibly we could develop a stiU safer and 
cleaner energy source - solar energy. But 
whatever source we use there is an uhimatc 
Bmit to the amount of energy we can use. This 
limit is that the earth's delicately balanced 
cUmate can absorb only so much exlra heat 
before it changes too much for man to stand. 
All energy ends as heat - another simple truth. 
This heat must go somewhere. It must not be 
greater than is safe for the world's climate. 
Scientists studying this problem suggest that if 
we keep doubUng energy use eveiy 12 or 13 
years as we are now doing, then in possibly 50 
years we wUl have greatly upset the world's, 
cUmate. How much heat is safe? We just dori't 
know. 
How do we make sure no nation generates 
too much eneigy? To a large extent a nation's 
calth depends on how much energy it uses. 
How much energy is any particular nation to 
have? Who is lo decide? Who Is to enforce the 
niles? Again we are back to the age old problem 
of poliUcs. 
THE EVOLUTIONARY 
NECESSITY OF CHANGE 
In conclusion 1 pose the following 
questions. Does the ecological problem 
originate with the nature of man himself, 
science and technology being but toolt he haa 
come to abuse not use? WiU fundamental and 
lasting changes in man's attitude to the 
environment and to his fellow men come about 
Ihrough fear of a caUstrophe? I would tend to 
argue yei; man faced with a common "enemy", 
which threatens aU men whether capitalist or 
socialist, black or white, female or male, wUl 
unite to uve his species. He wUl find that to do 
so radical changes In his life ityle wUl be 
necessary. Man's creativity and his innovations 
wUl be tools to serve the common good. Man 
not daUy faced with extinction by nuclear 
weaponry will again think in the long term; that 
is wUl see continuity of the tpedei through hit 
children and his feUow's chUdren. The younger 
generation wiU not be feared and despised 
because of its greater ability to e^joy present 
pleasures, because present pleasures wUl not 
seem so urgent. The acquisition of goods will 
cease to be the prime objecUve of human 
existence and so the maiket economy wUI 
disappear. What I think I am arguing is that 
man by evoluUonary necessity wiU become 
m o r e moral. -But then I'm an 
extraiuper-optlmiit. 
TOM HUNDLOE. 
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The Science of Auditory Acoustics 
A.F, iVlcirshall lived tor somo twenty years in an isolated shack, set in the scrub near Picton. Notices around his 
property warned that trespassers would he shot. The local community, it seems, left the man to live his life, 
'An eccentric', they called him and could not understand the strange pattern of rifle shots that came from his 
property at all hours of the day and night. As much as he could, Marshall avoided leaving his property - the 
grocer delivered provisions to the gate once a week, One day in 1968, the grocer found that the previous week's 
supplies had not been.collected. In the early hours of the following morning, two policemen crept into the 
shack and found the old man dead. A year later, bushfires destroyed the shack and its surroundings. 
"The Science of Auditory Acoustics" is the text of a pamphlet that Marshall published, a copy of which was 
sent to the Commissioner of Police, then Mr. Delaney. As far as we know Marshall received no reply. 
• • « 
Those attacked by the Auditory Transmitter need not be afraid to defend themselves by making move-
ments of the hands and arms. The RETURN wave is ten times or.even sometimes ONE HUNDRED times 
stronger than the forward wave. If a log is hung on the wall or the roof, or placed on the floor and 22 high 
velocity bullets fired into it then THE MOST POWERFUL AUDITORY STATION CAN BE SILENCED, If 
voices come up through the ground, then fire into a hole in the garden until the voices cease. To stop any 
Auditory transmitter make a Whirieygig of the arms towards the station that varies from two feet to half an 
inch twelve times, make twelve claps, twelve sliding claps, and then rub the hands together three times, and 
clap the hands. Behind this RETURN make two big V/'s with the arms. If a proiector is used make the above 
return and follow with a sweep back of the hand for three feet, then two Vs. is return can be made up into 
the air, or down into the ground. If you have a tin shed then bang the roof for ten minutes with a broom and 
everything will stop for miles. If troubled with Sex projectors, then bang the sides of a tin shed for ten minutes, 
or keep a sheet of iron in the house or lavatory placed between yourself and the projector, and bang with iron 
or wood for ten minutes, then leave propped up for an hour. 
If troubled with knockers at night, then sleep with the head pressed against a four gallon drum of water 
and rise as soon as you wake in the morning. Tin beneath the bed will prevent attacks through the ground, and 
a PLASTIC bag of soap powder will protect the sex organs, when asleep, from Perverts' projectors. 
To break dangerous rays, then wave the arms towards or shake a tin dish in the path of the rays. The hands 
can be clapped, first a sliding clap and then an ordinary clap and the ray will break. 
One girl successfully smashed ONE THOUSAND rays in a circle, waving both arms above the head and 
making three flips of the hands for three minutes. Then she made SCOOTERS by placing the arms in front of 
her, and throwing them up in the air in a big V. Another girl smashed a thousand sets around her by making the 
RETURN, mentioned at the beginning of this leaflet UP IN THE AIR for three minutes and then making 
SCOOTERS FOR FIVE MINUTES. 
A ROUNDABOUT is made by raising the right arm above the head, and twirling it three times in a three 
foot circle. Then place four DOUBLE KNOCKS around the three circles by making fpur double flicks of the 
hands. Do this three t'imes and your roundabout will whirl around the town at tvventy miles an hour. Look 
towards the outer rim of the roundabout and make the returns mentioned above', and they will whirl around 
with the roundabout. Whirl the a'rrtis towards the roundabout, talk into the whirling .arms and your Words will 
be carried around. Place spirals underneath or on top of the roundabout if extra power is needed. 
To raise into the strathosphere, place about forty,SPEARS WITH THE HANDS, UNDER THE ROUND-
ABOUT FROMa central position. Place both hands together, make a half turn from left to right of eighteen 
inches, say Money or Murder, put two Vs behind it and the criminal or murderer will confess. 
A MEMORY reading hand for last night's plot is made by throwing the left hand towards the outer rim of 
the roundabout, then pulling the right hand over the fingers and palm of the left, quickly, fitting the fingers of 
the right hand into the palm^of the left where fingers join palm and throwing towards outer rim followed by two 
Vs. We use no transmitter.^ 
A.F. MARSHALL Balmoral, Southern Loop Line, N.S.W. AprilJSth, 1963. 
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A DAY IN THE DEATH OF A QLD PRIMARY SCHOOL 
AS SEEN THROUGH THE EYES OF THE QUEENSLAND 
THEATIE CO. 
PROLOGUE 
A sort of rainy Monday afternoon with 2 friends 
from Brisie, heading south. Surfers Paradise (Lost), 
nausea in my stomach and glad (at last), to meet 
friends on the Q. T. C. Primary School tour - who 
introduce me to the others, 4 in all on the tour -
one manager (F. M,), 3 actors. 
Paradise beer garden, drinks and chat then to the 
floor of their rented (for a week) flat for the night. 
Next day Southport Primary School and the 2 plays (one 
about 'magic* and witches, spells and spills for 
grades 1-4; the other, The Mask^ grades 4-7 
by Derek Nicholson and Sandy Baker - when we come to 
it). 
Friendly vibs. renewed acquaintances a romp on the 
beach and a roll-in the waves, more talk ancl enough 
drink to make you almost forget you we're in 
Surfers Paradise. The next day was shining (the 
sea jumping away merrily) and we followed the actors 
(and their intrepid trail blazer the tour managed 
off to the home of Moloch, Southport Branch, primary 
level. Moloch was in, it being 9. 30 a.m. and a 
weekday (Tuesday) i haven't set my laity foot in a Prim, 
School since I left mine (11 yogas ago) but found my 
memory bank had enough stock still in deposit to 
orientate me. The chalked parade ground (where you 
learned discipline, orderliness, love of country, respect 
and basic military drill), the cell blocks strategically 
organized around the central turret (office and nead s 
room) to forestall any escape attempts, and noticing 
a few of the hardened warocns patrolling the grounds 
walking the catwalks, engaged in educative yelling 
or slapping I knew this must be the place. For in 
that it was the place most unlike where you'd expect 
to find children thai I'd seen that day, it had lo be. 
I quickly walked through the foyer (resisted an urge to 
jerk off on a huge portrait of the queen next to the 
honor board), side stepped the glances of some younger 
fresli faced, 'progesstve. teachers at us 
(outsiders), started to delight in the knowledge that 
we were the 'honored guests' of the schooL 
Soon all the children (Frank had arranged for our 
coming) had arrived fot the show (about 300 - from 
grades 1-3) into a cement area under some of the 
rooms, and the play began. The audience were 
captive - stiange people doing funny things, bright 
colors, costumes uiat flowed and breathed, broomsticks, 
and cloaks all caitic alive, a genuine witch and a 
bat that hung from hot plummed hat (that you could 
touch'.) and 2 men with equally unusual clothes and 
lines on their faces, movement & sparkle - all in 
the circle they'd created with them under their 
classroom. After a song (Puff the Magic Dragon) to 
loosen their psyches, get them clapping and free their 
voices, the magic began. And before long they were 
a travelling off to a land of OZ. (Which, unfortunately, 
was a bit obscured by cloud - since up above what 
angel walks.' The 2nd coming I think had started -
abovie as rulers dropped, chairs scrapped, feet shuffled, 
a plane flew overhead, cars and tmcKs thumped their way 
up the street, all around civilization buzzeci and far 
away in the distance the ihythmless drone of a solitary 
teacher.) And as oz took snape (as best as it could, 
and here the actors did their best with situation) we soon 
entered another door of perception, of Marcuse's one 
dimensionallsm. (And there's only 1 room for all 
these doors • in this case a schoolroom.) We had all 
the 'virtues' in the play, praise for the Veil mannered boy' 
who'd been cursed fot dhi ng Vrong' ('losing his tfemiM*), 
who'd seen the importance of 'behaving' etc. , and the 
magic pie must have seemed just like teacher said. 
For the raisins and sultan'nas (morals and homilies) 
certainly tasted the same didn't they Miss Smith? 
Project to the classroom a few days later. Miss Smith. 
"Now Johnnyl Behave. Don't you 
Remember what happened to X in the 
play! " 
I'm trying to breed a race of six yeat old Che Gue-
varas out it seems to me (and my small claim to the 
right to an opinion here is (a) that I have the right 
anyway and (b) that I taught Drama foi 18 mths. 
to Wmary School children) that children's drama 
should be centred in the artistic potentiality of the 
child himself, as his own artist. (Give the kids at 
least a break from the 'adult stuff', the artistic 
hegemony of "Drama as Theatre', as Kulture, 
as performance, as art work/audience, creative/ 
non creative, artist/ mug), it seems to me this 
is where your Peter Slades, Brian. Ways et aL (Child 
drama heavies) are at anyway. Drama as an existential 
mode of self and interpersonal exploratioa Keep 
going with this line (tlie importance of subjective 
experience vs; objective reality conditioning, experience 
vsTtnowledge' etc.) and you come to the fount 
of your basic approach to society, others, and 
yourself, and ofcourse ohr old mate Moloch, the 
SYSTEM. And this is the issue for the drama. 
(I got the arse rvirtually) from my job: my kids were 
coming out with skits and scripts attacking teachers, 
the Church ( an R, C. school); were "going wild" 
"Making too much noise", "not gettinc anywhere", 
and "where was it all leading anyway?"). The 
Q. T. C. presented 'a nice break from the old 
routine', the kids clappeJand laughed and jumped 
up and down - when they could (the war dogs were 
conslantly prowling, 1 saw several bottoms slapped 
and fingers waved at those that were no doubt going 
toofar")', but all time the performers (the script) 
kept the structure, kept us in our 1 dimension, 
providing cues to the kids, the shape of what they 
should (could) do and how they should do it, then 
STOP (that's enough fun with that bit) and back to 
the story. Where was the ecstasy, the exploration, 
the change, the learning? where was the Pied Piper 
who, in an ultimate moment of Street Theatre, led 
the kids out of the school gate under the smiling eyes 
of the teachers, and they never came back? Tney 
were a lively audience and there Ues the failure. 
I'll broaden this later (especially vflth what happened 
just after the play), for the tale isn't done, 
the 2nd play is to come 
and there's piles more fun. 
By this time our old mate Moloch (this time incarnate 
as the Headmaster) invited us all up to morning tea, 
and boy was It a ripper. The Southport Primary 
Moloch head was classic - a fatted pig with the • 
ignorance to match. After being offered tea (by 
13ave the Dep. Head, young, nice, a 'progressive') 
Merv. (Moloch-headJ), brought out the XXXX coz 
Frank said he drank ' occasionally". After some back 
slappy chatter and snubbing utterly a couple of ch-
ildren who came to the door he told us (since we were 
theatricals) about "The niggers who had come down 
from Darwin,.. didjerldoos, cotroborees", and 
continued with the unruffled - happy-go-lucky -just-
like-the-blokes-at-the-pub-stuff. And while we 
were there Beryl co-teacher passed through - rimmed 
glasses, 10,000 denla stockings, hair bun, been 
ileachlng 40 years. (20 yrs. at Southport) a 'break' 
at ML Cotton). "You couldn't change her" we were 
told. Ev6n Merv. found her a bit "old fashioned". 
Ve left then for the next';pl;ayi(fot the 4-7 grades) 
and our comments about Meiv. ran UJke. this as we 
walked to it. 
: Me I "Ockcr -fascist" 
Friend:"Friendly bigot" 
Other Friend: "Fool". 
The other play was more interesting intellectually 
(whether this translated to the children is a quest 
in itself). A kind of admixture of Beckett, lonesco, 
R D. Laing and Enid Blighton about 3 characters (in 
search ol an author?). Somebody Nobody and Any 
body Much of the same, gag of tricks as the 
first play, though with a quest aualism of 'good 
and evil' as absolute alternatives in a kind of 
ad hoc moral (At the end the Dep. Head asked 
who's 'good' and who's 'evil'? and the split was down 
the middle - remember what Manicheian dualism did 
to Augistine. He was a classic smffer upper of the 
relationship between soul and body, feeling and 
life, sensuousness and self, a dogma free exploration 
of self and values...) Anyway as the play proceeded 
(the kids again 'enjoying it') 'the off stage^ theatre 
was the best. One teacher, (50's, stooping thinness, 
pipe in hand, dagger looks at us long haired outsiders), 
goose stepped his way alongside the action, determined 
resolutely not to join in the frivolity, sat far away 
from the play, never smiled, and Ut his pipe, probably 
delighting in day dreams about getting back to the cell 
blocK, discipline, the Hitler Youth Movement and 
going home and pressing his S, S. guard's uniform for 
flie Party meeting. And so the contained fun proceeded 
the joy with limits, the structured spontaneity, and 
the play roUed on as did the performance, doing well 
(and the Q. T. C. does a good job); but it played 
on Moloch's tennis court, according to his rules, and 
with his equipment. 
From the play burst Hke an effulgence of ejaculating 
sperm the line from : Nobody /or somebody, I've 
forgotten) angrily to Anybody: Why don't you go 
play with yourself "(My ears twitched, a creative 
aitempt to deal with masturbation, with one's 
body, the senses - puberty being just around the 
corner for those people - but no (I listened, 
baited for more, my hand on my cock), and we got 
in reply the re-assuring, the acceptible, the nice, 
"Aah go jump in the lake.') from Anybody. 
And so the play finished, the actors waved goodbye 
and the sargeant majors got back on duty, marsha-
lling, calling: 
"Did you have a good time?" 
"What sort of person are You?" 
"Quiet please*}" "Don't move till you're told|" 
"Sit down". "Match off to classes". 
"I'm waiting for silence! " 
And l marched off In silence too. Thinking of 
Roszak and yesterday's high school basketball 
stats who cdmmlttea My Lai and the bank tellers 
at Buchenwald. I left, tollii\g thou^ts and words 
through my mind. 
leading children to the edges of their minds 
down Into the fields of sensuousness 
there to discover 
flowers befoce Pythagorus 
and theii Ibodies before chalk 
finding values from each other 
and thoughts that dare to be theit's alone 
of people knowing each othet before the alphabet 
and play before class. 
Why not, this child beside me, 
change the world 
Why not, eh Moloch, 
WHY NOT? P.J, 
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GAY LIB: The following article is reprinted from William and John Vol 1 No. 3. It Is the Address to the iiuoium on Sexual liberties Wallace Theatre, delivered by Denis Altman. DENIS ALTMAN 
Sisters^d brothers, which I hope 
you are. This is a rather special 
moment for me and for' a number of 
people in this audieiKe. Because as 
some of you have noticed when you 
came in tonight, this, is the first 
appearance at Sydney University, in 
.Sydney, indeed in Australia, of a Gay 
Liberation group, (loud dieers) fis 
they have now Identified themselves 
by the process of exhibitionism which, 
as we all know is the hallmark of 
homosexuals, you will of course be 
aware that Gay Liberation has come 
out not only in Sydney but also in 
Australia. And t want to suggest to 
you, under the general topic of sexual 
liberation, that Gay Liberation has in 
fact ramifications and importance -
not only for those of us who are 
homosexuals, who are finding the 
courage and self assurance to come out 
in public, but indeed has importance 
and ramification for everyone else. For 
what I wish to suggest is that the 
repression of homosexuality is one of 
the major forms that the repression .of 
sexuality takes in our society. 
Being an academic I am allowed at 
least one quote, and as the topic Is 
Sexual Liberation I shall quote from 
Freud. Writing in his autobiography he 
said "The most important of the 
perversions, homosexuality, scarcely 
deserves the name. It can be traced 
back to the constitutional bi-sexuality 
of all human beings. Psycho-analysts 
enables us to point to some trace or 
other of a homosexual object choice in 
everyone". 
It seems to me that our society 
denies the inherent bi>sexuality of al! 
humans in two ways. The first is that 
among most people vA\o identify 
themselves as heterosexual there is 9 
very determined and calculated 
attempt to deny their homosexual 
component, and this leads to ^e.quitB 
grotesque cults of masculinity\'^ and 
femininity that are so much a part of 
our society \3nd against which both 
women's liberation and gay liberation 
are aiming their attack. It is of course 
common to attack women'^ 
liberationists as lesbians, thinking 
thereby somehow to deny the 
rtghtnes^ of their cause. jEqiially men 
ure constantty being asked to uphold a 
standard of aggressiveness that 
somehow makes for masculinity. And 
this, it seems to me, is shown up best 
in that great Australian institution, the 
gang rape. I well remember a local TV 
programme in which a guy who'd been 
up on charge of pack rape said "The 
real fun is doing it with your mates". 
While I obviously would subscribe to 
that, I would subscribe to it in a 
somewhat different manner. And it 
seems to me that if one wants a classic 
statement of oppressed homosexuality 
and its very sad and severe 
consequences for this society, that's >t. 
Further, we have this very peculiar 
situation whereby we live in a society 
in which chastity is upheld at least for 
some, as not only natural but in fact 
admirahte, whereas homosexuality or 
loving a member of your own sex is 
considered a perversion. I am tempted 
• to iiifi one of my 'other quotes and 
remind you of a statement by the 
Frenchman, Remy de Gourmont, who 
x&jid thJt among atl sexual atibcrations, 
chastity remains the most astonishing. 
There are of course a number of us 
whose self identification is 
homosexual. We face persecution and 
discrimination of all sorts and all 
•kinds. And it's ubout this that I want 
to say something tonight. It is 
c o m m o n .knowledge that 
homosexuality or at least, that 
homosexual acts among men (women 
l>eing excluded for various reasons that 
1 shall not' attempt to explain), are 
illegal. It is also common knowledge 
that homosexuals are fair game - not 
only for the police but for large 
numbers of men who somehow feel 
that you prove your masculinity, in 
beating up "poofiers". And there is of 
course among certain sections of the 
psychiatric profession a more 
sophisticated version of beating up 
"poofters" which Is known as aversion 
therapy*, wherein you give people 
shock treatment to teach them that 
loving somebody of their own sex is 
infinitely inferior to feeling aggresswe 
towards them. Second there is that 
large amount of discrimination which 
exists against homosexuals in our 
society and which takes the form of 
social ostrabism of all kinds, and is 
exemplified in the fact that even in 
societies where homosexual acts are 
not illegal, there are no provisions for 
homosexual marriages, homosexuals 
find great difficulty in getting jobs, 
homosexuals find difficulties in 
finding housing, and I could go on and 
on with examples like these. The 
reason I don't do so is that I wrant to 
point to two less often noticed forms 
of discrimination that homosexMais 
face - the first being denial and the 
second being tolerance. 
If you have a look at the TV 
commercials that intersperse the 
American programmes that our TV 
channels show, you wiil find that they 
are in all cases directed at happy, 
smiling, young and even now 
occasionally middle-aged couples. But 
the couples are in alt cases 
heterosexual. There is apparently no. 
place for a horhosexual in a TV 
advertisement, although from what 
one knows of people who work in 
television, one would imagine that the 
phenomenon is not unknown to them. 
Equally you will find, if you read the 
sctctal columns of the Sydney papers 
(which I strongly recommend to you 
for entertainment), that even-though 
social columnists may be, and in some 
cases are or have been, homosexual, 
they may under no circumstances 
report their social activities in any way 
that might lead the reader to suggest 
this. Which means, and here I refrain 
from detail for fear of the laws of 
libel, that we In fact 9 ^ a very 
distorted version of what is going on in 
the upper echelons of Sydney society. 
If I might make my one mandatory 
chiding, (I won't call it an attack) on 
Germaine Greer, it Is to say that I 
think in part anyway, her book 
exemplified some of this denial, a 
refusal to recognise that homosexuals 
form an important section, not only of 
men jn. pur society but also of women. 
Where is the lesbian in The Female 
-Eunuch? 
occurs to me that perhaps one of the 
few advantages bf being a gay 
liberationist as opposed to being a 
women's liberationist is that one 
avoids the danger of being treated as a 
sex object, because those reporters 
who might feet inclined to do so are 
far too terrified of, their editors to 
write as they'd like. 
The last sort of persecution or 
discrimination, and 1 think perhaps the 
worst, is the libera! tolerance, the Boys 
in the Band .syndrome, the "well ihey 
can't help it, poor dears, and w^ feel 
terribly sorry for them, and perhaps it 
is a bad idea to put them in jail, 
because after all that doesn't really 
help, does it" and all the rest of it. 
And as an example of liberal tolerance 
at its best, I quote from that magazine 
of impeccable, indeed liberal 
credentials, The Auitralian Humanist 
where a woman known as Helen 
Gurley Brown whom » would name as 
female chauvinist of the month, if we 
had such things,'is quoted as saying 
that homosexuals have several uses for 
the life of a single girl: flat decorating; 
giving fashiorl advice; and providing a 
disinterested escort when the social 
occasion is so conventional that a girl 
cannot go alone. 
Now of course sexual liberation, to 
return to the main topic of tonight's 
foruni, involves more than merely 
overcoming the enormous amount of 
repression of bisexuality that is part of 
our whole social fabric. And 
unfortunately I don't have much time 
to dwell on what I see as two other 
very important components - the first 
being the rediscovery of what Freud 
referred to as polymorphous 
perversity, or to put it simply, the 
ability to take sensual pleasure and 
enjoyment from each otiiers' bodies. 
The ability in fact to do more than 
just fuck. The ability to make love. 
And the ability to make love with 
people whom you feel close to, no 
matter their sex or their age, not just 
with one person at a time, and without 
this necessarily leading to some sort of 
heavy possessive relationship. Because 
it seems to me that particularly In 
Western Anglo-Saxon societies, and 
God knows we're screwed up badly 
"Wra birHUiig tin lawi •( mtiirtr 
I do wanl to note, because I know 
there are a number of people from the 
press here tonight although they're 
pretty wi^ ll disguised, that the press 
seems to regard gay liberation as a 
taboo subject. I know in fact that the 
New York correspondents of one of 
our metropolitan newspapers have 
been instructed not to report gay 
liberation actWitiesJ 
:{ln fact this 
remark was born out by the fact that 
all except the sntaJI left wing, press 
totally Igrrored thiitemlnar.) And it 
society, the loss of this ability to 
naturally touch and feel each other is 
one of the greatest damages that has 
been done to us by the Protestant 
ethic. And secondly any discussion of 
sexual liberation has to take into 
account the whole, question of 
relationships and has to get away from 
the idea that sexual relationships are 
some form of possession. Norman 
.Mailer wrote once' that- politics .is 
property but 1. would suggnt that it 
would have been much, more apt for 
Norman Mailer to have said that sex^s. 
property. It Is I think, a very sad 
.feature of owf society that sexual 
relationships are regarded in proprietal 
terms. The vwTrst example I know of, 
and one that Qermaine referred to 
today in her lunchtime talk in 
Canberra, Is the rejection of two 
hundred thousand women by their 
husbands in Bangia Desh because 
thpy'd been raped by Pakistani 
soldiers^ You see the property had 
been soiled, and therefore there was 
no further usf ior It. And I think that 
in a much less dramatic way the same 
attitude towards lovers, wives, 
husbands is very much a part of our 
society. 
I said at the beginning, and I vvant 
to reiterate,,that gay liberation is more 
than the liberation 0^ homosexuals -
it is in fact the liberation of us all. It is 
not a particularly original thought for 
me to put forward the idea that the 
homosexual within our society is a 
potential revolutionary. Jean Paul 
Sartre explores tiiat idea in his study 
of Genet, Marcuse touches orVthe idea 
in Eros and Civilization, although 
interesting enough most of the 
left-wing activists who have followed 
Marcuse have tended to completely 
ignore this fact, and perhaps most 
surprisingly of all, Huey Nevrton, the 
leader of one faction of the Black 
Panther party, in a statement in 
August 1970, referred to the potential 
of the homosexual as a revolutionary 
within modern American society. And 
this, I should hasten to add, is 
something that ( petrifies most 
homosexuals. Mostr homosexuals who 
of course aren't here tonight but are 
trying to make .it in one of the 
numerous bars around Sydney (which, 
because they pay enough protectiori to 
be-allowed to do so, cater to the 
homosexual trade), are in fact trying 
desperately to live outwardly at least, 
respectable lives. But it is almost 
impossible, ultimately, for the 
homosexual to tive a respectable life as 
our society defines this. And it is this 
fact that makes the homosexual into a 
revolutionary within the body of 
Western affluent societies. For, in the 
end, the homosexual stands outside 
the basic unit of our society whitdi is 
the nuclear family, and challenges by 
her or his very existence, the views of 
sexuality and of sex roles that are so 
much a part of our society. That is, 
they challenge the idea that sex;ual ity 
can only be justified by procreation, 
and indeed I think that one of tiie real 
reasons that homosexualiti, is so 
stigmatisecTrn our society is becauseit 
cannot be justified for any reason 
other than a purely hedonistic one. As 
you don't make babies by it you can't 
persuade the Catiiolic Church that it's 
a good thing. 
Secondly homosexuality challenges 
'the idea that men and women are 
somehow doomed or destined to move 
along narrowly pre<iefined channels -
channels which* are defined in 
reference to each other, so that 
ultimately a man or woman is 
measured by the woman or man that 
he or she finds as a partner. And this is 
symbolised in the fact that a women iri 
our society is still told that her 
ultimate achievement is to lose her 
name and become Mrs. somebody else. 
Now liberation too involves as a 
total concept much more than 
sexuality. And obviously I don't have 
time to develop a full discussion of the 
concept of liberation within the sort 
of society that Australia or America or 
Great Britain is today. But it seems to 
me that ultimately any vision of i 
liberation is one that sees us breaking 
out of the quite unnecessary narrow 
limits on the humin! poterttlal tiiat 
exists within our society, tiiat 
recognises that humari. beings,can be 
much more than we have allowed • 
ourselves to be. i;hat recognises that 
humans have a right to diversity, that 
diversity Is r^ ot a threat to a society as 
our so<atied nioral leaders would have 
us believe, but is rather something that. 
strengthens that society. And tiiat w« 
needn't and we , shouldn't be, 
imprisoned by antiquated id^as of 
what is natural apd what is normal. 
This, it seems to'me,, is .ultttpatdy 
what Uberation is all aboiit.' . ' • 
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CAAWHJSCAMP 
The inaugural meeting of Campus Camp will 
be held on Thursday April 12lh at 8 OOp.m 
in the). D. ^toiey Room, Union Building 
Everyone interested in sexual liberation welcome. 
The following is the draft constitution to be 
presented for discussion at this meeting. 
DRAFT CONSTITUTION 
T. NAME. 
The name of the organisation shall be "Campus 
Camp Queenlsand^Rereinafter Referred to as 
"Campus Camp", a politically-oriented society 
affiliated with the University of Queensland Union. 
2. OBJECTS • 
The aims of Campus Camp shall be: 
a) to promote the interests and the welfare of 
homosexuals, both male and female, among the 
staff and students ofthe University of Queensland. 
b) to take pan in the campaign for absolute equality 
at law between homosexuals and heterosexuals, ana 
in the campaign against all forms of legal ot social 
discrimination against homosexuals; 
c) to provide a counselling service for the allevia-
tion of the problems encountered 
d) to provide a outlet for homosexual members of the 
university community, 
e) to educate the university community at large 
regarding homosexuality, the situation of male and 
female homosexuals, and the wider issues connected 
with sexual liberation. 
3. MEMBERSHIP 
a) Membership shall be open to all who support the 
aims of Campus Camp and who pay ah annual sub-
scription , the amount of which shall be fixed by the 
Executive. 
b) The Executive may appoint honorary non-voting 
members from time to time, subject to ratification 
by a properly constituted General meeting of the 
society. 
4. ADMINISTRATION 
a) The activities of Campus Camp shall be controlled 
by the Executive Committee consisting of the following 
office bearers: 
(Resident 
Honorary Secretary 
Honorary Treasurer 
Counselling Officer 
Social Officer 
Publicity Officer. 
In addition, the Executive Committee may co-opt 
the services of additional members as it requires. 
b) The above office bearers shall be elected at the 
Annual General Meeting to hold office ftom the 
conclusion of that Meeting until the end of the next 
Annual General Meeting. 
c) Written nominations Tot the above positions will 
be accepted by the S cretary at any time before 
the Annual General Meeting. Nominations will 
also be accepted at the meeting Itself. All 
nominations shall be signed by the nominee, the 
nominator and a seconder, all of whom shall be 
voting members of the society. 
d) Election shall be by show of hands unless other-
wise desired at the Annual General Meeting 
5, MEETINGS 
a) The Annual General Meeting shall be held each 
year at some time during the month of ApriU 
D) Special General Meeting may be help at any 
time, being called by the Executive or by written 
request, such request, being signed by not less 
than ten (10) voting members of the society. 
c) Atfequate publicity should be given via the 
univenity notice boards oi in "Semper Floreat" 
about two weeks before all meetings of the society. 
All. members of the society shall be notified by 
mail at least seven (7) full days before any meeting. 
d) the Quotum for meetings shall consist of at 
least three members of the Executive plus at least 
ten (10) voting members personally presenl. 
e) A general meeting of Campus Camp may enact 
such regulations as will secure the purposes of and 
•provide for greater detail to this Constitution, or 
may amend any section thereof, such regulation or 
amendment being ac cepted by a majority 'of not less 
than two-thirds of the voting membeis present. 
0 Any ptoposed alteration to this constitution shall 
be signed by ten (10) members and handed to die 
Honorary Secretary, who shall notify all members 
of Campus Camp by mail of the proposed alterations 
at least seven(7) days before the meeting at which 
the proposal is to be discussed. Such proposed 
alterations may only be discussed and votgd on, in 
accordance with the provisions of sub-section (e) 
of the present section , at a General Meeting of the 
society, and the submission of such a proposed 
alteration shall constitute a call for a Special 
General Meeting in accoidance with sub-section (b) 
of the present section. Any proposed alteration shall 
be subject to approval by tne Clubs apd Societies '. 
standing Committee. 
6. FINANCE 
a) There shall be an annual membeiship fee; this fee 
for a particular year being determined by the 
Executive for that year. 
b) The Executive Gommittee shall control the finances 
of the society and shall have power to collect any 
levies agteed to by a General Meeting of the Society 
c) The society shall hold all cheque accounts with 
One Word of this to Lois Lane, and you're dead. 
the CommonweaUh Savings Bank at the University 
of Queensland and all cheques shall be signed by the 
Treasurer and eithci the President or the Secretary, 
d) The financial year of the socieiy shall run fiom 
April 1st to March 31si. 
1. PROPERTY 
AU property m possession of the society .*aU be heL 
ijy il upon trust for the purpose of the society and if 
at any time the society ceases to exist, shall devolve 
upon 
8. GENERAL 
In all matters not specifically dealt with herein the 
Constitution and Regulations of die Univetsity of 
Queensland Union snail apply. 
9. ENACTMENT OF CONSTITUTION 
This consiiiuuon is now enacted, and is immediately 
effective, on this day of. 1973. 
A.U.S TRAVEL 
SERVICE 
Operated by 
CARLTON TRAVEL 
BUREAU 
for ALL travel 
OVERSEAS or INTERSTATE 
At special student fares 
BOOK NOW For weekly A.U.S. flights to 
LONDON — PARIS — BANGKOK — Sl NGAPORE 
r 
AUCKLAND and LOS ANGELES 
TRAVEL FOR LESS WITH A.U.S. 
AUS TRAVEL OFFICE 
shop 8, Union Shopping Arcade 
PHONE 70-9486 
AUS Travel supports the student movement, with services to 
make your travel better and easter. They're available at any 
AUS Travel Office. 
Self discovery comes from moving into and through different 
realities. That's why the student movement is outward bound 
to different scenes in different lands, and that's what the 
Australian Union of Students Travel Service is' all about. We 
helped it to happen in '72 with half price fares; in '73 we'll 
make it happen for you for even less. 
Take your life out into the vrorld in the long vacation, AUS 
links the lands with special charter flights to Europe, Asia, 
England, North and South America, New Zealand, Papua—New 
Guinea and the South Pacific. If you want there's an 
all-inclusive tour of South-East Asia, that'll let you move round 
without the hassle. 
Stir the snow in New Zealand in May, June, and August on a 
low cost tour of the big ski resorts for nineteen days. Or see 
Kiwi country on a camping holiday over the short vacation. 
AUS has it all and more - year round flights to anywhere at 
all, and what it takes to make it easier for you. As well as the 
special schemes, AUS Travel provides the same service on 
transportation as a regular travel agent. Your Campus Travel 
Officer and atl AUS Travel Offices are geared to answer your 
queries and give advice on individual travel problems. When 
you know where you're going, we'll make your going easier 
with student guide books, identity cards nd an insurance 
scheme that covers it all. 
International Student Identity Card 
This is your key to student travel concessions all over the world. 
It's yours for 80 cents and a passport photo if you're a 
full'time student at a University or College of Advanced 
Education. 
International Student Insurance Scheme (ISIS) 
A low premium policy for New Zealand, New Guinea and 
Australia, and a world-wide policy, are available to all. Both 
cover you against damage or loss of luggage, as well as sickness 
and hospital a;id medical expenses while travelling. 
Life Membership 
Life Membership entitles any former student who has attended 
a campus affiliated with AUS, to travel with AUS. 
Student Guide Books 
s 
Student Guides to Asia, New Zealand, Amsterdam, North 
America, London, Paris, New York, Australia and Papua-New 
Guinea see it from your angle, and let you know what you can 
do, where you can stay and what you can eat, with the money 
you have. You'll also find crash courses in vocab., that translate 
many a valuable phrase, such as 'chicken soup', 't love you', 
and 'that's too expensive'. In the 'Student Guide to Asia' 
there's a brief history of each country and some notes on 
culture, that'll help you move around without treading on too 
many o^ey^  ^ 
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REVIEW OF ANGELA CARTER'/S 
"HEROES AND VILLAINS" (Picador, 1972) 
"I don not fefillike reading anything else but 
adventure stctX'^ , which does not mean they 
are devoid of intellectually. They contain 
intellectuality in action." 
Antonin Artaud. 
Anticipating'the pleasure of several hour's respite 
from tjje banal clockwork existence which 
masquerades as 'living' in this provincial sand-
stone Camelot, I walked off into yet another 
science fiction-cum-fantasy novel only to find 
a. special enchantment cast in Angela Carter's 
most recent work. 
"Heroes and Villains" follows upon two previous 
award-winning tales by this author, spoken of 
as 'one of tbe more gifted of England s new 
noveUisls'. The story bears similarities with other 
?ost-apocalvptic writings (notably H, G. Well's he Time Machine) - tSough it is more 
spohisticated, both in expression and conceptual 
depth. 
Here I found a compelling and credible work, 
teUing of the human debris who have inherited a 
scorched world - civilization where community is 
dislocate, where morality is the luxury of the 
educated and knowledge is wielded as one form 
of power. Strike a familiar tone? It should, as 
Angela Carter has imaginatively sketched the 
violence of tbe wretched and those desperate 
for survival in a world they helped to create... 
and destroy. Each of the three community-types 
throu^ wiiich Marianne (a Professor-girl) wanders 
in the course of the story has coped with the 
problems of social cohesion and 'meaningfulness' 
in startling mimicry to our own solutions. The 
Professor Communities, as class structured self-
supporting .'prisons' of civilization, would be most 
akin to our decadent cultured tastes - mundane 
and sterile in their higher echelons, insulated in 
measure from the sting of life which is provided 
by the appearance of the Barbarians. 'These 
nomadic gypsy tribes know a harstier taste in life 
which is of greater intensity a.nd vividness than 
that of the experience of those who live in White 
Towers. So much for the Apollonian/Dionesyian 
debate. There remains but to mention the Chit 
People, who do not live - they simply exist; 
these are the ones who ever beat die final brunt 
of human folly. 
You may not find what I have seen within these 
pages - for there is certainly much more, as this 
work is an exotic adventure story rich in that 
particular quality which Artaua terms "intellect-
uality In action'. 
D. Franken 
REVEW OF ADRIAN MITCHEa'S 
"THE BODYGUARD" (Picador, 1972) 
Len Rcssman, Addan Mitcbell's naiiator and anti* 
hero, is near to death when be recounts his 
experiences as a Bodyguard In Britain sometime 
toward the end of the nineteen-elghties, Rossman 
describes a Europe that Is crumbling under the , 
strains imposed oy a single party state (euptemlst-
Ically'refened to as the *All-party government") 
whicn ignores the growing social malaise because 
it expends all its energies in retaining political. 
ascendancy;. An aU-pervasive securiw force bolsters 
the falling regime, and Bodyguards like Len 
Rossman , are employed to protect the lives of an 
Inept and divided leadenhip. The government hal 
degenerated Into a police state,ana its base of 
power has reverted to a ubiquitous security organ-^  
izatlon that carries out the supression of dusent, 
and enforces the dictates of the state with ruthless . 
efficiency. 
Rossman himself is an utterly dedicated 'basher', 
the "thug' who is obsessed with becoming the best 
Bodyguaw In the European community. In Rossman, 
Mitchell has succeeded In creating a chadcaoire 
of the right-wing extremist Rossman is a frustrated 
isolated and inadequate person, who Is scared by 
anybody or anything that offers what Rossman 
would consider to be a deviant (sexuajly, politically, 
or racially and so on) viewpoint. We are aU ultim-
ately frightened In one way or another by attitudes 
that are radically different to our own, but Rossman 
can only react by repressing them. His violent 
intolerance is summed up In his meglomania for 
"law and order". "Law and order" to Rossman 
means that eveiybody toes the linej and Rossman 
has no qualms aoout invoking a little tenorism to 
ensure that all the 'queers', ^blacks', 'hitellectuals' 
and the like respond. 
I don't know wiiether people ate fed up with having 
file futifJte 'constantly portrayed in gloomy terms -
and obviously the"1984" totalitarianism reoccurs 
in "The Bodyguard" - yet Mitchell's book is much 
more than this, It comes across as an extremely 
readable account of the 'little Hitler' mentality, 
and it doesn't matter whether the setting Is in the 
fiiture, present or past. In Britain or in any other 
count^. individuals like Rossman will always be 
with us. 
Adrian Mitchell is a fine stylist. In the blurb on the 
back cover, one critic comments that"not a wwd 
Is wasted" and it Is because ofthis the book drags 
the reader along In a compuklve fashion . 
The book has a message (perhaps tliat will tum a . 
lot of people away), but It Is not a diatribe . Mitchell 
treats his subject with compassion (though in the 
final count, It Is a criticism) and with considerable 
insight A book IwouId.hlghfy recommend (and f<a 
Vu those freaks who have vegetated in fropt of: 
John WayiHs movies aU-theirlivcJ, .the'subvejts.' 
-the goodies- win throu^ In-a final fiodrlsb -'.a: 
very reassuring thou^t, is It not?) •' v f ^  
Peter Murphy. ' ' ^.ft • 
REVIEW OF JAMIE MANDELKAU'S 
"HARMONY FARM''(Macmman,72) 
A harsh and bare caricature, "Harmony Farm" has 
disnarbing implications if Indeed It is an accufate 
reflection of rural Ameilka Interacting with the 
contemporary homesteading movement The publishers 
claim it to be such, and if Mandelkau concurs, it is 
undentandable that he Is now Uving In Londoa The 
novel centres on a young couple with one child who 
have swapped "vlofcnt competition and dead city 
pollution tor the fieedom of the farm". They are alowly 
accepted by their neighbours and the local township, 
a process symbolised accurately by the mass celebration 
and communion when Kelly cuts ner shoulder -length 
hair. 
The Ufe ofthe community however, centres on two 
facton, the media, particularly television, and the 
regular catharses and masochism of revivalist Christ-
ianity, Both are rejected by the newcomers. When the 
catalyst of the Marzipan murders and a subsequent' 
witch paranoia is added, they klU all three. 
If It is viewed as 'social commentary' this novel has 
a point to malce, and does It weU. It Is less successful 
as a story, although there is, In my view, noting 
necessarily bad In this. Although uasIcaUy concerned 
with personalities and their interacti(xi, It does Uttle 
more here than sketch ^ outlines. The characters 
are complete horn the outside, but not exploied or 
examined. Thus, theb actions are not fully beUeveable 
as extensions of normal personaUty. This is why I 
described tbe novel as a charicature. 
Nonetheless, It does have a degree of completion. 
Certainly the final death scene, bodi as a wbole and 
as culmmation, Is quite pownrAiUy compelUng. 
The recommended price ($6:00) is far too ,far,too 
much. The book Is weU bound and well printed. 
M. Richards. 
THE TROJAN WOMEN (SCHONELL THEATRE) 
After the silent opening credits have dissolved into the 
screen, an ominous sw&Ung gasp of smoke seeps away 
to reveal violent ruptures of soldiers and shrieWng 
women. The combined passion of Euripides and 
Michael Cacoyanis flows relentlessly from here until 
Katherine Hepburn's final weary/proud monologue. 
Tiese first scenes of destructive rampage are interrup-
ted by black and white highU^ts of the action while 
a toneless narrxon documents the events preceding 
and foUowing this final flurrying outburst Ths 
sequence closes with two soldiers pointing to the 
degradation of the defeated queen lying crumpled 
against the city gates; here has been enacted a subtle 
summary of the theme - that of war and its destruct-
ive consequences for all concerned. Yet each of the 
principal charactets' lengthy speeches, and the events 
sunounding them, are vignettes that restate the theme 
In contrasting <dramatic situations. Katherine Hepburn. 
as the queen stripped of her formal position and destined. 
for slavery, Genevieve Bujold, the insane daughter of the 
queen whose words seemed to speak madness, Vanessa 
Redgrave, the mother of the only child remaining in 
Troy, who, as a male, must be mercilessly destroyed, 
Irene Papas, as Helen, whose beauty symboUses the 
desire that drives men to war. It may seem diat this 
continual repetition would duU the impact of its ' 
presentation, but director Cacoyanis has made tbe 
most of Euripides' characters and used their widely 
differing personaUties to emphasise the scope of 
war's destruction. They leap out of the regal 
moulds that were characteristic of most theatre up to 
the time of Shakespeaie and become archetypes of 
that which touches upon die basics pf humanity 
This strength of Interpretation has come to be expected 
from Cacoyanis whose last work of reknown was 
"Zorba die Greek". "He bas the abiUty to transform 
the Greed idiom into a panorama of universal 
significance and It is this ability that keeps tbe ritual 
mourning of the women from descending into boring 
Inelevance as did the last screen adaptation of a 
Greek classic, "Oedipus Rex". Instead, hfe elevates 
them to tbe position of symboUc lamentors of the 
cruelty that it continually, being exposed. 
Mikus Theodorikis, wno also collaborated on "Zorba" 
has provided a score tbat matches the fuiy of the text 
His chanting chonises and fierce combination of 
moyiES 
percussion and native Greek instruments enhance the 
dramatic editing and photography which in'one 
Ughtning manipulation can change the scene ftom 
senseless kilUng of the innocent amidst swirUng cUffs 
to the nobly contained despair of tbe mother against 
an hronic background of Grecian sails. 
And It Is this contrast of tbe itupld cnielty that Ve can In-
fUct. and ou; abiUty to beai defsat proudly tiiat keeps this 
film from becoming too peiiirnlstlc. It constantly 
reminds tbe audience of the higher quaUtles of 
man while exhibitinfi; the lowest Even In the closing 
Unes, when all banles, both mlUtary and verbal, have 
been lost, and Katherine ifepbunu announces tbe women 
of Troy's passage into a "new' Ufe of slavery", she 
holds her nead nigh. 
The portrait painted; islsombre. This film ia 
cinematic poetry. 
FJ.K;: ; ; ' 
SPECIAL! 
EASTER 
FESTIVAL 
of 
POPULAR 
MOVIES 
S C H O N C L L THtZATPii; 
AiiluU/,inUrrU<Filn 
2o: 
BUtBUSnOSMD 
wunRMnnttu 
MMauncuwioiD 
Mat Sat. 1.30pm. 
THE 
CONCEITT 
BBSLAO 
l>rinlsl)rIMti»' COLOR INRCI 
ALONG CAME 
A SPIDER 
m _^ _MAX; 
TAXI DRIVERS REQUIRED 
Apply .Blue & White Cabs, 
Eagle Terrace, North Quay. 
Diy, niaht, week-«hd, cuUil and tingle shifts 
•nllible. AsilitanoegivM.to obtain license. -
Bonus,TopOoniiniiik>n., . 
Rwne 291000 Bus. Hiy.. 2192S8 A/Hn. 
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[WOMEN'S RIGHTS ] 
Tomato Soup 
1-2 lb tomatoes, chopped, 
2 onions, chopped finely 
1 large stick celery, chopped 
3 cloves garlic, chopped finesly 
1 small capsicum, diced 
6-8 cups vege. stock (or water) 
1 dessert spoon soy sauce., salt, pepper. 
i-1 teaspoon chilli powder (optional) 
basil, oregano. 
chopped parsley , 
vegetable oil, 
Fry the onion, celery and garlic for 5 mins. Add 
the other ingredients and simmer for 45 mins. 
Pulp with a potato masher if smoother texture 
requited. Serve sprinkled with parsley. 
EGG PLANT PARMIGIANA 
1 large eggplant 
2-3 peelea and diced tomatoes 
5 ozs. tomato paste 
3/4 teaspoon salt, pepper, basiL 
3 cloves garlic, finely chopped, 
i cup water, 
vegetable oil 
icup breadcrumbs. 
I cup grated parmesan cheese 
4 ozs cheese, sliced 
1 egg. Milk flour. 
Combine tomatoes, tomato paste, salt, pepper, 
basil, garUc, 1 dessertspoon of oil, and watet. 
Cover, simmer gently for 15 mins. Cut eggplant 
in \" slices, roll in flour, dip in beaten egg and 
coat with breadcnimbs. Fry in oil till soft and 
well browned {3-4 mins each side). 
Arrange half the eggplant 
slices m the base of a greased casserole disn. 
Sprinkle with half the Parmesan, ahd cover with 
half the tomato mixture. Repeat the three layers. 
Cover with sliced cheese. Bake at 350' for 
20-25 mins. Serve with baked vegetables, and a 
green vegetable, 
WOMEN'S RIGHTS 
The Women's Rights grdup is now centred 
In the ChaLrman of Comminees Room in the 
Union building. This is being set up as a 
coordinating centre for activities on and off 
campus. 
We also hope the room will be used as a 
counseUfng and referral centre for women who 
want information on contraceptive and sex 
education and abortion, or who to discuss 
sexist discrimination etc, and other personal 
hassles. 
A Ubrary of feminist Uterature, Inchiding 
oveneas pubUcations not available in Australia 
wiU soon be organized. 
If you're interested, come to the meetings 
on Wednesdays in the J. D. Stoiy room at 
lunchtime. We Jieed people to open the room 
and be available to give people infonnation 
on various activities, etc. 
tt is envisaged that this room will be an all 
embracing centre of women's rights activity 
but this can only happen if we all take advantage 
of the facilities open to us. 
Since the Wednesday meeting s are mostly 
bureaucratic organizational meetings, we've 
decided to start informal discussions on feminist 
ideolow etc. These will be held on Tuesdays 
at lunch time in one of the rooms off the music 
room. The fim will be on the loth April and 
anyone is welcome to come. 
WOMEN'S CENTRE 
This is based on a similar concept to the campus 
set-up, but covers a wider spectrum of activities. 
A good sense of sisterhood has been built up by 
the women working at the centre renovating tne 
rooms and creating an atmosphere in which 
women.can carry out the various activities. 
Wonien's Electoral Lobby^ and Childien by 
Choice also share the rooms and facilities with 
the Women's Liberation group. 
Anyone w ho wants to help can turn up on 
Saturday mornings arouncl 10 o'clock (196 
Musgra ve Road, Red Hill), and even if there 
isn't much work to do, there's usually something 
to get involved in. 
Once the work is completed there will be an 
"opening fair" to celebrate. Meanwhile, any 
thing you have that could be used to decorate 
the centre will be appreciated. 
CLIFFORD HOCKING and HARPO 
present 
PHCD PEnH 
"BRILLIANT FLAMENCO GUITARIst'" 
Tickets:$3.70 Students:$2.00 
BOOKINGS:PALINGS 
Ghriiig top Krvice it not just a busineu 
for John Farnham, but t way or life. He 
takes the tame meticuloui care with 
every bikt lervice. So when your machine 
gives trouble sec the one man you know 
yon can trust. 
JOHN FARNHAM 
CHERMSIDE MOWER CENTRE 
724 Gympie Rd., Chermside 
Ph. 594923 
He 11 put your mind al case. 
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